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If You Read It
In The Optlo, It's So

WEATHER FORECAST
Cloudy With Shower
Tonight and Probably Tuesday
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u
stability." continued Mr. Clancy,
is difficult to'invagine how greater
with regard to amendments
could be provided without throwing
the continuance or amendment of the
constitution into every state election.
It is very doubtful whether a majority of one legislature should at any
time have power to submit ame:
menta to the popular vote. It tends
too- much to reduce the constitution
CONVICTED KANSAS CITY DOCTOR to the level of ordinary legislation.
"There are only six states In the
APPLIES FOR WRIT OF HA- union
the constitutions of which so
BEAS CORPUS
provide that they are the only ones
where amendments are more easy of
initiation than in New Mexico. They
ARGUMENTS AREHEARDTODAY
are Arkansas, Minnesota, Missouri,
Oklahoma, Oregon and South Dakota.
ALLEGED SLAYER OF COLONEL
It Is correct to "say that only three of
SWOPE OFFERS $250,000
these have constitutions more easily
.SURETY,
amended than ours, and that In every
other state the constitutional difficulties PS to amendments are greater
HIS WIFE STILL LOYAL TO HIM
than in New Mexico."
--

OR, HYDE FIGHTS

y

FOR RELEASE

BNBML.

AN EXTENSION OF

ARMISTICE NOT

MAY DAY FESTIVITIES
served
A picnic luncheon will
on the Normal school grounds at noon
on Monday, May 1, following the festivities of widlng the May pole. This

LAS VEGAS HAS
AN INSTITUTION

was decided apon at a meeting of a
committee of parents appointed by
the president of V.e Norma', which
was held Saturday. Every parent who
has a son or daughter in school is invited to attend, the luncheon and
FROM
TELEGRAM
boiled eggs REMARKABLE
IF AGREEMENT IS NOT REACHED bring sandwiches, hard
SUGGESTS
two
ET
or
one
AL,
and
himself
JONES,
for
and
pickles
IN FIVE DAYS, MORE TjME
INSANITY
Others. The members of the commitWILL BE GIVEN
tee are, Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, chairman; Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal, Mrs. AnMrs. SAY STATEHOOD IMPOSSIBLE
BOTH SIDES NOW ADY1SED tonio Lucero, Mrs. J. H. Ward,
Jose A. Baca, Mrs. Henry G. Coors,
Mrs. Frank H. It Roberts, Mrs. Chas. THAT IS WHAT THEY BELIEVE
EACH IS IN POSSESSION OF AN A. Spiess and Mrs. D. W. Condon.
UNLESS CONSTITUTION CAN
OUTLINE OF THE OTHER'S

FOR THEM

UNLIKELY

.

COLONY SITE

SEEKING

Albuquerque, N.. M., April 24. J.
Herbst and B. Brown, of Philadelphia,
are in the city conferring with the
secretary of the bureau of immigration with regard to a project to place
200 Jewish farmers upon lands In New
Mexico. The gentlemen seek a tract
of 27,000 acres and are looking for
the most favorable site where lands
can be secured at the most reasonable
figure. They are backed in the project
associaby the American Agricultural
tion and have been making careful Inspection of lands in Texas, the Pecos
valley of New Mexico and elsewhere.
Today the gentlemen were taken 'n
hand by Che members of the local real
estate exchange and 6hown what the
Rio Grande valley has to offer.

PROMISE TO

WIDESPREAD PLOT

democracy assuming to decide as to
the possibility of early admission and
assuming to say what changes shall
be made in a constitution ratified by
the whole people Is one that ha disgusted people of all parties all over

BE AMENDED

DEMANDS

PEACE BELIEVED A CERTAINTY

crats who have been repudiated by
the rank and file of the New Mexico

OF DYNAMITING
UNEARTHED

New Mexico.
A prominent democrat in this city

said yesterday that if it is found that
any serious delay Is being occasioned EVIDENCE MULTIPLIES AGAINST
UNION OFFICIALS UNDER
by these four men, the party will
send a strong delegation of. its head
ARREST
ers to the capital In person to brand
the knockers and protest to congress
EXPLOSIVEDEPOTS!FOUND
against their Impertinence.
Telegrams and letters are already
being sent by democrats all 07er the FROM INDIANAPOLIS, TIFFIN,
O,
territory, particularly In the Pecos
GANG
OF
THE
AND
DETROIT
will
democrats
;
valley and the local
WRECKERS OPERATED
transmit a telegram of protest today
sometime.

"FIX" DOCUMENT

MORE
TERRIFIC SAND STORM.
Albuquerque, N. M., April 24. Yes
terday up to sundown was an ideal
Albuquerque day. The sun shown
soft and warm upon tie many who,
taking advantage of tie sunshine,
crowded Into tie open air. But of
what occurred after sundown, the
least said the better. The wind
howled round tne street corners, ln- oreasdng In velocity until after mid
night. So strong was the wind that
many downtown signs were torn
loose from their fastenings, windows
blown- - in and roofs dislodged.
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WILLIAM J. BURN8
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NEW MEXICO WILL BE GRATIFIED
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IMMENSE POWER
MERGER NEARS
COMPLETION
LAS

VEGAS CORPORATION
IN
CONCERN BACKED BY CAPITAL OF $200,000,000

Denver, April 24 Details have been
practically completed In Denver for
the formation of a $50,000,000 holding
corporation to take over the Southern
Colorado Power company and a num'
her of power, light and traction con
cerns In Colorado, New Mexici, Ari
tona and other western states. Eastern capitalists who have J200,000,0(i0
worth of resources behind them are
associated in this deal.
B. N. Sanderson of the engineering
Arm of Williams & Sandersr-- of New
York and a director In the Federal
Light and Traction company was In
Denver two weeks ago to close the deal
for the acquisition of the stock of
the Southern Colorado Power com- He was accompanied by C. C.
, pany.
Chappell of Chicago, who was former
ly Denver manager of the Westing- house Machine company, but who
went east a year ago to become' general manager for that concern. Ho
i now president of the Federal Light
and Traction company.
The Federal Light and Traction company has its offices In the Colorado
building. It was organized last year
to take over the United States Light
and Traction company, a concern
owned by Denver men and which
controlled light and traction compan
ies in Albuquerque and Las Vegas,
N. M.; Tucson, Ariz.; Montrose, Colo.;
Sheridan and Rawlins, Wyo.; Hobart,
Okla., and Aberdeen, Wash. W. L
Illff was president and C. K. Durbln
vice president Both live in Denver,
The new Interests acquired practically all of the Btock of the Southern
Power company, a $5,000,000 concern
which owns the street car lines, pow
er plant and electric franchise in
Trinidad and surrounding towns. This
concern supplies power to the Colo
rado Fuel and Iron company, the Vie
tor Fuel company and other large con
cerns in the southern
part of the

,

.

,

.

state.
The plan is to turn this stock into
the new $5,000,000 holding concern
ud to issue bonds on the Colorado
property to retire its outstanding
obligations and to put the concern
on its feet. The deal has been worked

through the Federal Light and Traction company, which Issued $2,000,000
worth of notes a few weeks ago and
sold these to White, Weld and company, and Spencer, Trask and company, of New York. The concern in
southern Colorado is now In the hands
of a receiver. It will be reorganized
and made one of the big power companies of the state.
of
A. L. Abrahams,
the Continental Trust company, was
offered a prominent position with the
new concern and his resignation from
the tniBt company caused the report
to go out that he will become Identified with the power corporation.
W. L. Illff, who was Instrumental In
forming the Federal Light and Traction company, is a member of a local
syndicate engaged In financing the
and
completion of the Laramie-Poudr- e
Greeley-Poudr- e
systems.
irrigation
These systems will reclaim a large
acreage of land in northern Colorado.
Indications point to the General
Electric company, the biggest electric,
al concern in this country and which
is backed by J. Pierpont Morgan, as
being closely allied with the proposed
$50,000,000 holding concern. Harrison
Williams, a director in the Federal
Light and Traction company, Is connected with the American Gas and
Electric company, an auxiliary of the
General EJectrlc, and of which Henry
L. oherty was formerly president.
A. W. Burchard, assistant to the
president of the General Electric company, and Samuel McHoberts, vice
president of the National City Bank
of New York, the second largest in
the United States, also are directors.
Electric
company
The General
through the Electric Bond and Share
company, also is generally credited
with controlling the Central Colorado
Power company.

a Pinch, Use Allen's
Ladles can wear shoes one size
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder for the feet. It
makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
bun-Iongives instant relief to corns and
discomfort
the
greatest
It's
covery of the age. Relieves swollen
feet, blisters callous and sorespots.
It 1b a certain relief for sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet Always use
it to break in new shoes. Sold everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial package address
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
In

Foot-Eas- e

e,

h
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SKUNK

INVADES

HOME.

Silver City, N. M., April 24. A dis
agreeable incident took place In a
Silver City home several nights ago
when a skunk ran into the house, one
of the doors having been left open.
An exciting chase followed, during
which the pesky little animal with
the big smell was cornered back of
the piano and killed, but not before
Its chief weapon of defense had been
brought vigorously into use with the
result that the family have temporary
quarters on the back porch until the
house is aired.
Skunks are getting unusually bold
In this vicinity and hardly a night
passes but what those sleeping out
have wafted to them on the breezes
the delicIou8ly sweet odor which has
made the little animal famous.
PROFESSOR

ACCUSED OF HERESY
Pittsburg, April 24. A special meet
ing of th Pittsburg Presbytery went

into session behind closed doors to
day to consider the overture directed
William Adam
against Professor
Brown of the Union Theological Semi.
nary, New York. The overture, which
was introduced by the Rev. Dr. M. L
McEwen of this city, asks for an in
vestigation of certain alleged heretic
al statements made by the New York
professor in reference to the Bible
and miracles. It is believed Hke'y
that the local Presbytery will decide
to refer the overture to the Presbyterian General assembly which is to
meet in annual session In Atlantic
City next month.

SECURED

BOND ON

FORGEDTELEGRAM
C. W. LANIER,

ALLEGED

EMBEZ

ZLER, SKIPPED, BUT WAS

RECAPTURED
Clayton, N. M., April 24. Deputy
Sheriff Brophy has returned
from
Liberal, Kan., with C. W. Lander, a
prisoner, who escaped from custody
here last week. It will be remembered that Lanier was the Colorado
& Southern agent in Des Moines for
a short time. When the auditor came
to Des Moines to check up he was
short $900 in his accounts. Upon his
detection he fled to Los Angeles,
where he was arrested and brought
back for trial.
A short time ago Lanier asked for
a guard so that he might have the
privilege of visiting hia wife and
child.
After consultation
between
Sheriff Snyder and District Attorney
Toombs, this was allowed.
Being a railroad man he visited tho
depot frequently, one of his visits being on last Friday night. While the
operator was out receiving express
from the midnight train, Lanier took
down two messages one to W. H.
Land of the State Bank of Commerce
A.
of this place, and one to John
The one to Mr.
Pace, hia attorney.
Land, purported to be from the Bank
of Commerce at Decatur, 111., directing the bank at this place to furnish
bond of $2,000 for Lanier. These messages were filed in the office by
Lanier and on Saturday morning they
were delivered by the day operator,
to the parties to whom they were addressed.
The bond was accordingly arranged
and signed by the State Bank of
Commerce, and approved by Sheriff
Snyder.
G. G. Granville, agent for the Colorado and Southern after learning of
these messages grew suspicious and
wired to verify them. The answer ar
rived at 6 o'clock that evening. In the
meantime Lanier had gone in an automobile to Texline. Upon learning
of the bogus
messages, the Union
county officers immediately got busy.
Brophy, accompanied by W. H. Land
went to Texline and found that Lanier
had left. Sheriff Snyder had wired th
officers of the Rock Island railroad,
and the sheriff at Dalhart to watch
for Lanier.
Brophy immediately left Texline in
an automobile for Dalhart to find that
the Rock Island train had been gone
40 minutes. The sheriff at Dalhart
had failed to arrest Lanier, 'declaring
that no such man 'was on the train.
Deputy Sheriff Brophy was not so
easily satisfied, however, and notified
the officers along the way, as well as
the special agent of the Rock Island, a
detailed description of the man. He
was arrested at Liberal, Kan., and
from that place he was brought to
Clayton by Deputy heriff Brophy, and
placed In jail here.
WHY FRANCE

FALLS

BEHIND

Paris, April 24. Only six families
out of every one thousand in France
have as many as four children each,
according to census figures just published. Of the
large families,
s
are in needy
approximately
circumstances:
two-third-

BLEW UP PLANT
OF LOS ANGELES

TIMES
SECRETARY OF INTERNATIONAL
IRON WORKERS ARRESTED
AS RINGLEADER.

Indianapolis, Ind, April 24. That
certain union men are in a nationwide plot to destroy with dynamite
n
men Is
big works done by
a charge made publio late Saturday
with the arrest of accused men here
and in Chicago.
John J. McNamara, secretary-treasure- r
of the International Association
of Structural Iron workers, was the
man arrested here. His brother, J.
B. McNamara, and Otto McGonigle,
or McManlgal, were arrested in Detroit.
John J. McNamara is charged with
murder in connection 'with the explosion which wrecked the Los Angeles
Times building, October 1, 1910, and
killed twenty-onpersons.
A large quantity of dynamite, nitroglycerin, dynamite caps, fusee and
alarm clocks were found In the base
ment of the headquarters
of the
union. It is supposed that the Los
Angeles bomb was set off by clock
work. More dynamite end nitro
glycerin were found In a barn, where
McNamara had placed them, the own
er of the barn said.
The arrest was made at the in
stance of William J. Burns, the detective who unearthed the graft operations In San Francisco. Burns
gave this statement to the presB after
the arrest:
"Indianapolis has been the head
quarters of a band of dynamiters that
has terrorized the entire country for
a year. McNamara Is their leader.
They have blown up four buildings
here. They blew up the big bridge at
Springfield, I1L They destroyed the
Llewellen Iron works on the Pacific
coast. On March 23, 1911, they simultaneously blew up the courthouse
at Omaha and the office of Caldwell
& Drake at Columbus, Ind., contract
ors for that building. They blew oip
the Los Angeles Times office and
killed more than a score of persons."
McNamara, at the time, said:
"The dynamiting of the Times was
anarchy pure and simple. No sane in
dividual or organization would at
tempt such a thing. I am convinced
that no labor union or any member if
one had anything to do with it."
The warrant for John J. McNamara
was based on an indictment found by
a grand jury at Los Angeles. The
arrest was made in the headquarters
of the union. When Detective Burns
the
and local detectives entered
offices a meeting of the executive
board was in progress. Attending it
were: F. M. Ryan of Chicago, president; H. W. Leglenter, Pittsburg; P.
A. Cooley, New Orleans; E. A., Clan
cy, San Francisco; M. J. Young, Bos
ton, and J. L Butler, Buffalo. These
men were permitted to leave the
offices afterward.
The warrant against McNamara
charges him specifically with murder,
la complicity in the dynamiting of
the Los Angeles Times building, and
also alleges he was implicated in an
explosion at the Llewellyn Iron
works, Los Angeles, December 24.
non-unio-

e

.

structural iron worker, which Jones
ays was placed there last January
by McNamara.
Burns says Otto McGonigle, who
was arrested in Detroit told him
where these explosives could be
found, and it was upon this information that the search was made.
Jones, the owner f the barn, said
the explosives were placed there last
January and that McNamara and
other men made trips to the barn
with suitcases, but he did not know
the purpose.

Summer Underwear for
Women and Children

TREASURES AT AUCTION
The sale ot
the great library collected by the late
Robert Hoe, to which book collectors
and dealers throughout the world have
been looking forward with eager Interest was commenced today at the
rooms of the Anderson Auction com
pany in this city. The library
16,000 books and manuscripts
and it Is expected the arle will bring
the highest aggregate total of any
collection ever sold at auction, not
only in America, but in the world.
The most notable work in the collec
tion is the celebrated
Gutenberg
Bible, the first book printed from mov
able type, and probably the last vellum copy that will ever be offered for
sale. It is in two volumes In contem
porary oak boards, covered with pig
skin. The famous work was sold In
London fourteen years ago for $20,- such
000, and those familiar with
books place its. valuation today at no
less than $40,000.
New York, April 24.

Charming Fresh Undermuslins and Soft
New Knit Goods, show Equal Variety

com-prise- s

DEMOCRATS

Daintiness marks specially the undermuslins,

McNamara, hastily arraigned,
committed to jail without bond. Instead of going to jail, McNamara was
delivered to Burn's keeping. With
his prisoner heavily manacled, Burns
started away with him In a motor car,
ostensibly for the police station.
After going a' few blocks the
chauffeur took a wide detour and
Bped away like a flash toward the
outskirts of the city, where it was
reported McNamara was placed on
board a train bound for Los Angeles
in custody of Burns.
While McNamara was being arraigned and hustled away, detectives
held the other officers of the union
prisoners in the union rooms. The
detectives seized all books, correspondence and papers found in the

Diversity of material, of dsign, of grades, of sizes are here every woman's and
child's tastes and figure has been alike considered.
e
the best possible to obtain.
Only values do not vary. They are always
Judge the truth of our claim by such values as these but examiae the goods themworth-for-pric-

selves first.

'

Values'in
Undermuslins

--

.

New Knit Goods

Attractively Priced

One lot of new Corset Covers in a variety of styles,
daintily trimmed with Lace,
Embroidery and Ribbon, each

Women's Lisle Union Suits
either high neck and long
sleeves or low neck and no
sleeves, knee or ankle length,
per suit $1.25.

50c.

ABANDONS

'

'Ripplette 'Drawers, made
in circular model, most popular material for Summer, requiring no ironing, pair $1.00.

THEY WILL

BE
TO
CONTENT
MERELY REDUCE THE DUTY
ON THIS PRODUCT

Gowns made

from

Women's Union Suits with
high neck, long sleeves, ankle
length or low neck, no sleeves
and knee length, either close
fitting or Umbrella style,
lace trimmed, each 65c.

good

material, with round neck
and short sleeves, nicely
trimmed with embroidery and

A nice line of gauze vests
in a variety of styles, either
plain or fancy, each 25c.

ESTABLISHED

Payne-Ald-rlc-

WOULD OUST MAYOR LEE'
BIG LUMBER DEAL
24.
For
Miss.,
April
Springfield, Mo., April 24. Members
Hattiesburg,
$26,000,000 an English syndicate has of the city council who are unfriendly
bought the properties of the United to Mayor Robert E. Lee are said to be
States Lumber company, one of the preparing a resolution to be introduclargest cutting concerns in the South, ed in the city council calling for an

WITH

with mills of tremendous capacity at
Hatilesburg and Sumrall. The syndicate has also secured an option on
the Mississippi Central, running from
this city to Natchez. The New Or
leans & Great Northern railroad and
the plant of the Southern Lumber com
pany at Bogalusa are Included.

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

FORE-DOO-

R

$800.00
F O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY.
Agents,
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
I

investigation of the mayor's conduct
following his marriage to Mrs. Kate
Crozzins and their separation three
days later. Friends of the mayor
have urged him to resign the office
to prevent an airing of his domestic
affairs in the 'council
He declares,
however, that he will not resign.

NATURES CURE
FOR BLOOD P0IS0H I
A great many medicines used in treating Contagious Blood Poison are
coMjposed largely of mercury and potash, and are intended to dry up or reBut such treatment cannot cure
move the humiliating outward symptoms.
the disease, and its continued use will often so weaken and disease the stomach as to make a nervous wreck of the patient. And too, when these mineral medicines are left off the smoldering poison takes on new life, and soon
the old symptoms of ulcerated mouth and throat, brown, scaly splotches,
falling hair, sores and ulcers, etc., return with increased virulence. S. S. S.
cures Contagious Blood Poison by purifying the blood and keeping the
stomach and digestive members in perfect condition all the while by its fine
tonic effects. S. S. S. is a purely vegetable remedy, made entirely of roots,
herbs and barks of recognized virtue as blood purifiers. S. S. S. cures on the
principle that not only must the poison be removed from the blood, but also
the circulation must be enriched and vitalized with nourishing powers.
S. S. S. is known everywhere as the greatest of all blood purifiers and a safe,
certain cure for Contagious Blood Poison. Ilome treatment Book and medical
'
advice free. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.

1062

Flanders MODEL
420"

A

Detective

Burns directed that the
be
of the union
searched. He said he had positive
Information that explosives were concealed there. This search resulted in
the finding In the basement of
stock
sixty four
(about
sixty
pounds) of dynamite, two hundred
feet of fuse," five hundred dynamite
caps, one dozen small alarm' clocks
and a leather case made to carry a
d
oan of nitroglycerin.
Detective Burns and members "f
the local police department also
found seventeen sticks of dynamite
and two quart cans of nitroglycerin
in a barn owned by T. H. Jones, a

.
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THE FREE WOOL IDEA

room.
Ihead quarters

and sturdiness the cotton and lisle

garments.

Washington, April 24. It is expect
ed that all of this week will be taken
ribbon, each $1.25.
up in the house with the free list
bill, except for calendar Wednesday.
On that day the new congressional
apportionment bill will be disposed
of. The apportionment bill will not
be contested in the house, probably
for the reason that It takes no congressmen from any state, but adds
to tha number in such states as have
gained in population.
After the free list bill will come
h
the work of revising the
bill. Possibly the wool schedule
Schedule K wiltf be the first, although opposition to the program may
cause the democrats to take up the
cotton schedule first.
abandoned the SILVER CITY POSTAL
The leaders have
Idea of. free wool provided they can
control the democratic members and
BANK OPENS MAY 1
secure their support of a measure that
merely reduces the duty on wool. It
is the purpose of the house leaders POSTMASTER
WILEY GOES
TO
now to reduce the duty on wool to
GLOBE, ARIZ., TO LEARN
something like 15 per cent advalorem,
DETAIL WORK
and woolen manufacturers at about 40
per cent.
- Silver
City, N. M., April 24. PostALLEGED COTTON FRAUDS
master John Wiley has gone to Globe,
Huntsville, Ala., April 24. It is ex- Ariz., where he will receive instruc
pected that the trial of John W. tions on the operation, of postal savKnight will be reached in the United
banks from the postmaster at
States circuit court here this week. ings
Globe, where a bank waa established
The case, popularly known as the
several months ago. Mr. Wiley has
'cotton frauds" case, has attracted received
notice from the postofflce dewas
Mr.
national attention.
Knight
that the new bank will be
partment
the managing partner of the cotton
on May 1. An additional clerk
opened
firm of Knight and Yancey, which will be
required to handle the increasfailed about a year ago with Indebt- ed work at the
office, but no Intimaedness amounting to over $15,000,000. tion has
been received as to who
yet
Soon after the collapse of the firm it will be. The
department may send
Mr. Knight was indicted on a charge cut an eastern man to fill the posiof fraudulent use of the United States tion.
was mails.

191.
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Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227,

GROSS, HELL Y Q CO. f
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FLY TRAPS WILL
HELP ELIMINATE

THISPEST
SEVERAL NOVEL MEANS' MAY BE
USED to RID HOUSE OF
THE INSECTS.

The millions "of flies which carry
disease and death may be trapped successfully. That Is the plan suggest-

-

C.

by
Magazine.
"The fly nuisance touches every
home and since one household can
breed enough files to cover a haW
mile square, positively every family
must
the writer Bays.
"This means that we must first of all
have a plan which shall appeal to
every one as fair and effective and
by its own merits enlist universal
support. My plan consists of several
lines of attack all directed toward
catching the fly before it deposits Its
eggs."
It is treason to give food anti comfort to an enemy. If there were no
free feeding, there would be no
breeding. However, the
garbage can, now insisted upon by
boards of health, is designed to drive
the famishing creatures into our
houses for food. Invite them Into
the cans, but catch every one that
enters. Everything most attractive
to flies can be placed in this receptacle and by attaching the trap It
becomes a veritable vacuum cleaner
for flies. You may "shoo"' the same
times. Like the
fly a hundred
particle of dust that infests a house
under the regime of the feather
duster, you do not have to catch it
but once. Easier yet. give it the
chance, and let the fly catoh itself,
Effective trapping at the most attractive feeding place on the prem
can or a
isesit may be the garbagerestaurants
room or shed in hotels,
or markets, in which all waste mat
ters are collected would render win
dow and door screens unnecessary aa
a protection against the common fly.
The principle upon which the trap
Is made is that a fly seeks its food
entirely by smell and will crawl in
to it through any dark crack. After
feeding it will fly up or crawl toward
the light. Second Before storms,
evenings or when savorv cooking is
going on, cabbage Is be'ng boiled or
fruit is being canned flies are attracted to a kitchen. Tf we have a
screen covering the entire window
on the outside, a small wire cage,
fastened, to the door, will catch the
flies as fast as they come. Two nar
tow strips of thin wood or tin, fast
ened to the outside of the screens,
?rulde the flies to the small opening
Into the wire cage in the center.
P. Hodge In La Follette'a

h
!

business to keep with the easy going
methods of Uncle Sam and conse
quently improved and rapid mechanical appliance are Installed, regard-let- s
of expense.
One of the greatest time savers in
the operations of the New York
postoffice is the system of pneumatic
tuDes by which the mall is shot
through to branch postoftioes In the
different parts of the city. In the
case of mail destined for railway
transportation outside the city, branch
postoffices have been erected in connection with the great new terminals
of the Pennsylvania and New York
Central railroads and are connected
ith the general postoffice by pneu
matic tubes. Half an hour before
rain time the mail for outgoing
trains is "tied out," dropped to the
basement of the postoffice, loaded In- pneumatic shells, each one of
hich holds half a bushel of letters,
and is shot away at the rate of thirty miles an hour to the branch office.
where a new set of machinery, as already described, takes hold of it and
delivers it to the traveling
post- offices of the railway mall service In
the shortest possible time.
By
pneumatic tube transmission the trip
to the railway station is made in five
to seven minutes Instead of requir
ing half an hour, as would be the
case, if automobiles or horses were
still employed to convey It.

AUTOMATIC MAIL
CLERKS LATEST
I MENTION
PLANT IN OPERAAT PENNSYLVANIA
TERMINAL.

FIRST SUCH
TION

New York, April 24. The first
loadcomplete mechanical system for
into
cars,
providing
matter
mall
ing
for its handling entirely by automatic
appliances from mall wagon to train,
has just been installed in New York
at a cost of over $300,000. The apparatus is part of the equipment of
terminal,
Pennsylvania
the new
the mall
cent
of
40
which
per
through
matter leaving New York is handled.
The saving even of seconds Is valuable in the transfer or the million?
cf pieces of mall that pass through
the station dally and from the time
vhen the wagons from the many
the
deliver
branch
postoftlces
until
level
street
at
the
pouches
they enter the mail cars waiting on

the tracks

of

the

lunder-rive- r

tun

nels, seventy feet lower down, hu
man lahor is suDDlanted by more
rapid mechanical devices.
There are three stages in the process of getting the sacks of mail from
th street to the mall cars. Some
time before the fast mail train to
western points, consisting of perhaps
half a dozen cars, Is scheduled to
leave the station, it is shunted upon
one of the subterranean tracks In the
great terminal. Into these oars there
shortly begin to drop automaticallydelivered pouchhes, coming from
some unseen source. As the moment
of departure approaches the pouches
come In more rapid succession until
they are shooting Into the oars In a
constant stream
Rising slightly above the floor of
the terminal postoffice at the point
where the mail wagons make their
deliveries are a number of huge hol
low sheet-irocylinders. Into these
the pouches are dumped and slip
down to a point just above the roofs
DICK RUDULPH IN
ol the waiting cars. The pouches do
not fall In a direct line, since this
ACCIDENT might Injure their contents, but they
travel down on spiral slides, like
t
great screws, inclosed by the iron
LAS VEGAS YOUNG MAN HAS NAR- cylinders. Occasionally a number of
sacks become Jammed In the chutes,
ROW ESCAPE AT TYRONE,
and then an employe, as the quickest
GRANT COUNTY
means of dislodging them, Jumps Into
the
cylinder itself and takes a hur
C.
.
24.
J.
M.,
N.
Silver City,
April
ried
ride down to the point where
deCampbell, representing the soap
the pouches are lodged.
K.
Fairbanks
of
company
N.
partment
When the mail bags reach the bot
and R. W. Rudulph, who talks Cotto-len- e
for the same company, figured in tom of the cylinder the first stage of
a runaway accident at Tyrone that their handling is ended. From that
might have resulted seriously, but point they drop onto one of a num
which ended with the traveling sales- ber of continually moving endless
which travel just
man happily seated on one of Tenny's belt conveyors
e
team freight wagons, with a above the roofs of the cars of the
delapidated buggy and a subdued look waiting train. Each cylinder leads to
'
COFFEE CONGESTION
ing horse following as trailers. The a certain belt and each belt serves
other horse has not yet been captured the trains set on a certain track.
Causes a Variety of Ails
The team bolted while Rudulph was But since not all the mall is carried
standing In front holding them, as In one car, a third operation is neces
A happy old lady in Wisconsin says: Campbell carried them water. All this sary in its mechanical
delivery,
"During the time I was a coffee happened in Tyrone. Suddenly Ru- Standing on the platform beside the
drinker I was subject to sick head- dulph found himself sprawling through cars are a number of movable curved
aches, sometimes lasting 2 or 3 days, the air as the team bolted past him. chutes just long enough to reach
He was dragged about fifty feet, but from the conveyor belts to the door
totally unfitting me for anything.
To this affliction was added, some with slight damage. The harness of of the mall car. These are placed
years ago, a trouble with my heart one of the horses caught in some outside the various doors into which
that was very painful, accompanied shrubbery and held him captive. The it Is desired to shoot the pouohes, and
faint-Tiesother horse headed for the tall timber by means of an ingenious automatic
by a smothering sensation and
and lias not yet been heard from. It triplng arrangement each pouch, as
life
was a Silver City livery, team. Camp- it. reaches the point above the car
Dyspepsia also, came to make
harder to bear. I took all sorts of pat- bell and Rudulph sought refuge in one for which it is destined, falls, from
ent medicines but none of them help- of Tenney's freight wagons and rode the belt into the curved chute and
'
ed me for any length of time.
peacefully into town.
lands on the floor of the car Itself.
"The doctors frequently told me
the operation may seem com
While
but
for
me;
that coffee was not good
BIRTHDAY
GEORGE'S
SIR
it consumes far less time
plicated,
without coffee I felt as if I had no
24. Sir
George
April
to describe It.
London,
than
takes
it
2
about
"breakfast. I finally decided
Nares, who won fame many years ago
Is delivered at the sta
cof
Mail
which
of
use
the
abandon
to
years ago,
as an Arctic explorer and who retir
fee entirely, and as I had read a great ed from the British navy some twen- tion sufficiently in advance of the
leaving time of the mail train is sort
fioai about Postum I concluded to try
ty years ago with the rank of vice ed in the postoffice which forms
that for a breakfast beverage.
received the congratulations part of the station before it shoots
"I liked the taste of it and was admiral,
of friends today on the occa the chute. The later mail, however,
of
host
a
it
particularly pleased to. notice that
of
his
sion
eightieth anniversary. Sir gees direct to the train to be sorted
usea
conee
iu
as
did not 'come up
visited the Arctic region and
first
VThe bad spells with my heart grew George
repouched there. The mall com'
a
few
and
finally
years after he had en- Ing from the branch postoffice locat
in
1852,
less and less trequent,
1875-he com- ed in the station is delivered to the
ceased altogether, and I have not had tered the navy. In
British
of
the
more
manded
for
the
expedition
headache
mouth of the chutes by miniature moan attack of sick
and
"Alert"
"Discovery"
too,
is
good,
warship
digestion
a
My
tor trucks operated by eleotricity and
than year.
that I am once whioh set out in search of the North canable of carrying several tons at
thankful
v...-ttuua r
more a healthy woman. I know my Pole and succeeded in attaining the every load. In some cases the load'
wonderful restoration to health came. highest latitude that had 'been reach- ed trucks are 'lowered to the t track
Pos-ed up to that time.
from quitting coffee and using
level by big elevators and deliver the
Postum
MamA dven bv the
mail direct to the car door.
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
MEN TO SPEAK
PROMINENT
by
This ingenious arrangement
"There's a reason," and it is this
New York, April 24. The demand which the mall Is delivered to the
Coffee has a' direct action on the liver for tickets indicates that the capacity trains is the first of Its kind ever Inwith some people, and causes paruai or Carnegie Hall will be tested to sialled in this country. While
rmeestion of that organ, preventing
the utmost tomorrow night to accom- saves a considerable amount of time
the natural outlet of the secretions.
sallow modate the thousands of persons who to the postoffloe in the handling of its
Then may follow billiousness,
an desire to attend the tercentenary outgoing mails, it was constructed
ana
akin headaches, constipation
Bible celebration. Bishop Greer will and paid for, not by the postoffice de
blood
corpuscles
'a
change of the
ally
preside at the meeting and letters from partment, but by the railway com
ami nervous prostration.
Taft and King George will pany. In fact, many of the opera
President
to
Road
"The
Read the little book,
noted speakers will In- tions on which depends the increased
read.'
The
be
Reanriinia in nkes. "There's a
clude Dr. Francis L. Patton of Prince- Breed with which the mail travel
on."
A new ton
Theological seminary, Bishop from one part of the country to anEver read the above letter?
W Warren of Denver and Dr. other are conducted by the railways
to
time.
Henry
They
one appears from time
of human William Lyn Phelps of Lyon Univer- at their own expense. A big railroad
and.fuU
true'
,re Be""1"'
' cannot hold back Its other Important
sity.
;
interest.
"fly-tight- "'

if.

Naturally, In the cage, with light all
around them, the flies can't find the
opening tp freedom. And again, their
sense of smell attracts them in the
opposite direction.
Suppose we have at least one win
dow on the sunny side of the stable
and have It screened with durable
wire net. The flies as they hatch
will swarm to this w'ndow, and by
we may lead
the usual guide-strip- e
them to an opening near the top
Into a trap. Then, too, the odor of
this window will attract the flies
which are seeking a place to lay eggs.
If we shut them out they will scat
ter and find some other place 'n
which to lay their eggs. By means
on the outside of the
01 guide-strip- s
screen, Invite them in Into another
trap we thus catch them "coming
and going."
Finally, poisoning has long been
used as an Indoor measure, why not
carry the war Into the enemies' territory at every point? Formalin, the
common germicide. Is now recommended as the best poison to use. A
good sized bottle is filled with a 2
per cent solution two ' teaspoons to
half a pint of water) a saucer placed
over It, and the whole is inverted. A
nick Is broken in the mouth of the
bottle, or it may be set up on a bit
of chip, so that the liquid will par
tially fill the saucer and a small slice
of bread, covered with sugar. Is
atplaced on one side as an added
traction. Both bottle and saucer may
be mounted In a wooden or wire
bracket so that it may be hung In
any sunny corner about the stable or
porch; or, with a 'little shelf tacked
In place, the bottle may be simply
leaned up In a corner. During hot,
dry weather, with no other water
near, this device will cover the back
porch or stable floor with flies that
will never lay eggs any more.
A pair of flies beginning to breed
early In April, if all lived might be
the progenitors of 131,000,000,000,000,-000,00- 0
by August. The first nation
or community in whloh this degree of
civic intelligence is attained will oe
free from files from that time on,
and we need to develop this intelligence with reference to a good many
other natural enemies.
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CALENDAR

OF 6PORT8
FOR THE WEEK

Monday

Spring athletic 'meet at Yale Unl
versity, New Haven.
Opening of fourth annual tourna'
ment of the Vancouver (B. C.) Bowl
ing club.
Tommy Houck vs. Frankie Burns,
15 rounds, at New Haven.
Mickey Sheridan vs. Frankie White,
10 rounds, at Gary, Ind.
Bombardier Wells vs. Ivan Hague,
20 rounds, at London England.
New England league begins its sea
son with Brockton at Haverhill, Law
Worcester at
rence at Fall River,
Lowell and Lynn at New Bedford.
Tuesday
Annual tournament of the Wash
ington State Sportsmen's association
begins at Spokane.
Opening of annual Brooklyn Horse
Show, at Brooklyn, N. Y.
National
Opening of Canadian
Horse Show, Toronto, Ont.
Opening of Vancouver Horse Show,
Vancouver, B. C.
Harry Forhe vs. Eddie O'Keefe, 10
rounds, at Kansas City, Mo.
Owen Moran vs. Phil Brock, 15
rounds, at Canton, O.
Spike Kelly vs. Lee Barrett, 10
rounds, at Kenosha, Wis.
Tons Capon! vs. Young Mahoney, 15
rounds at Winnipeg.
Hllllard Lang vs. Jack Kennedy, 10
rounds, at Toronto.
Chuck Larsen vs. Joe Coleman, 10
rounds, at South Bend, Ind.
league begins its
season with Lawton at Altus, Wichita
at Gainesville, Ardmore at Bonham
and Clebourne at Durant
Union association begins its sea
son with Butte at Boise, Helena at
Great Falls and Missoula at Salt
Lake.
Wednesday
athletic meet at
handicap
Spring
University of Pennsylvania.
Opening of annual bench show of
the Portland Kennel club, Portland,
Texas-Oklaho-

Ore.
Ad Wolgast vs. "One Round"

ten rounds, at

-A
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EARL GREY COMPETITIONS

WILL HAVE

DAD

Winnipeg, Man, April 24. His ex
accellency, the governor-genera- l,
companied by Lady Grey and a party
of friends, has arrived In Winnipeg
A
to attend the annual competitions for
the Earl Grey musical and dramatic
trophy. The competitions begin
and will continue through the
greater part of the week. The con
testants thl year are more numerous
MOTHER HAS HER'S AND NOW
than at any of the previous competiTHE OLD MAN IS TO HAVE
tions. They Include representatives
ONE ALSO.
cf dramatic clubs and musical organizations in Toronto, London, Winnipeg,
Mother's Day" has been duly in Edmonton, Portage, Prince Albert
stalled and la celebrated each year and Regine.
when a white carnation is worn in
CHILD WELFARE CONGRESS
honor of mother. The custom la a
Washington,
April 24. Delegates
pietty one and should be observed
ten counBut father, long neglected father, 's and visitors representing
in
arrived
have
tries
Washington to
also to have his day, probably on the
ConInternational
second
attend
the
his
has
day,"
theory that "every dog
and father Is sometimes a sad dog." gress on Child Welfare, which is to
Of course, dad has always been re begin its sessions tomorrow under the
membered on pay day, the principal auspices of the National Congress of
will last
ceremony of the celebration , being Mothers. The gathering
inlist
of
seven
The
speakers
on
days.
the signing of checka
Then,
world's
experts on
him cludes a number of
Christmas, his wife presents
of dependcare
the
with a piano. But on Sunday, June questions affecting
and dient
and
children,
be
delinquent
to
services
are
18, there
special
and
statesmen
sociologists
held for dad and those who desire plomats,
to honor dad on that day will wear a of wide reputation. President Tatt
at the
rose, a red rose If father Is living and will receive the delegates
afternoon.
next
House
White
Monday
white rose if he Is dead.
Mrs. John B. Dodd of Spokane,
of the
Wash.. Is the originator
PATRICK'S 25TH APPEAL
'Father's Day" movement. Last year Albany, N. Y., April 24. The appeal
Mrs. Dodd Interested several thou- of Albert T. Patrick, who has been a
sand men and women In the north prisoner for more than ten years and
west In observing the day and at is now serving a life sentence in Sing
that time some of the ministers in Sing prison for the murder of Willlarr
that part of the country preached Marsh Rice, came up for argument tospecial sermons, extolling the worth day In the court of appeals. This is
and virtues of father. Mrs. Dodd'3 Patrick's twenty-fift- h
appeal. In his
Idea this year Is to have June 38
was permitPatrick
previous hearings
observed nationally as a day upon ted to argue his case in the courts,
which to pay respects to "the old but this
right is now denied him be
man."
cause he has been disbarred as a prac
The United States has a "Mother's
tlctng lawyer. He has therefore oeen
Day" and a "Children's Day" and a
obliged to engage counsel to repres
"Flag Day," and numerous other ent him.
special days, but bo far there never
"Father's
has been a country-wid- e
NAVAL WEDDING AT NEWPORT
Day." The head of the house Is
left to shift for himself and if
Newport, R. I., April 24. The preshe wants any special celebrations lie ence of many naval officers In full
must provide them. No one else ever dress uniform gave added brilliance
to the wedding here here today of
thinks of father. '
of
Mrs. Dodd Is making her arrange- Miss Marjorle Hobbs, daughter
ments for the observance of June 18 Rear Admiral and Mrs. Goodwin
as "Father's Day" tnrough the wom- Hobbs, and Ezra Gould, a prominent
en's clubs and other such organiza- banker of Washington, D. C. The cere
tions In various parts of the country, mony took place at the Hobbs home
It Is believed the plan will be a suc- this afternoon, the officiating clergy
cess and that "Fatherls Day" will man being the Rev. George R. HaZ'
.
of Manchester. N. H., an uncle
come to te known as a real,
of the bride.
day of remembrance.

DAY ALL TO

HIMSELF

to-ni-

honeat-to-goodne-

PYTHIANS IN CONCLAVE
Abilene, Tex., April 24. A week of
unusual Interest and activity in Pythian circles was inaugurated here to
day with the assembling of the grand
ledge convention of the Texas Knights
of Pythias. Today was devoted chief
ly to the welcome and entertainment
of the visitors, the program Including
e
automobile ride and a puba
lic reception. The grand lodge will
begin Its business sessions tomorrow.
The Pythian Sisters of the state are
holding their annual meeting In con- Junction with the grand lodge. The
business section of the city Is elabor
ately decorated In honor of the vis
itors.
150-mil-

Why Hesitate?
AN

OFFER THAT INVOLVES
RISK FOR THOSE WHO

Ho-ga-

ACCEPT

IT

NO
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University of
i

New Fiexico
Albuqnerque, N. M.

SMllSfl0n9il
5

Six Weeks, June

July

to

14

Principal Subjects Offered:
General History, English
Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors. Vocal and
Instrumental Music.

Fee for the Course
Five Dollars
Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.
.
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TELEGRAPH RATES
Toronto, Ont., April 24. Results ot
an important and widespread nature
are expected from the official investigation which was begun by the Railway commission In this city today into
the rates and methods of the telegraph companies doing business
The Investigation is due to
a complaint mane oy me wuuupes
board of trade, but the Issues involved
are of general Interest throughout the
Dominion.
PROBING

DENVER COIQ
PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
J.
Ask yoor Ifrmmrlni for k
JMamond Brand
1111 la lied and Void jnetaJlieV
sealed
with Blue Ribbon, "
boxes,
I'Mbd-ter-

Tate ether. Bur of todp
VruggitL AskrorCllI.CITE8.TERS
for
vujaunif nitAnii lts,Reliable
yean known aa Beat, Safest, fAlways
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

ft

LAS VEGAS
HIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed healthfulness with-oextremes ot heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of
'
sunshine in the year.
The water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 Inches, average, occurring principally In July and August.
The soil is highly fertile anl easy of working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats,' wheat, potatoes, corn and forv
age. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality Is quarried
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent grazfor
large numbers ot cattle and horsey at a nominal cost Stock
ing
raising Is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
with its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.

ut

York City.
Central league begins Us season with
We are so positive our remedy
Grand Rapids at Evansville, South will
completely relieve constipation,
Bend at Terre Haute, Dayton . at no matter how chronic it may be, that
WheelZanesvllle and Fort Wayne at
we offer to furnish it free of all cost
ing.
it it falls.
Thursday
Constipation is caused by weakannual
spring golf
Opening of
ness
of the nerves and muscles of the
tournament at Atlantic City, N. J.
intestines or descending colon.
large
Paclflo coast interscholarastio ath
cure you must therefore
letic meet at University of California. To expect a
and
tone
strengthen those organs
up
Joe Center vs. Patty Kline, 10
to healthier activ
them
restore
and
Y.
rounds, at Brooklyn, N.
Dauber Jaeger vs. Freddie Andrews, ity.
We want you to try Rexall Orderlies
10 rounds, at Fond du Lac, Wis.
on our guarantee,
mey w
Cornell
contest
between
Lacrosse
Ideal
are
and
particularly
like
candy,
and the Army aJt West Point.
for children. They act directly on
Friday.
the nerves and muscles of the bowels.
Annual Oklahoma inter scholastic
have a neutral action on the
athletic meet at University of Okla- They
othen organs or glands. They do not
homa.
or cause any Inconvenience
Johnny" Thompson vs. purge
"Cyclone
overwhatever.
, They will positively
Hugo Kelly, 10 rounds, at Racine, come chronic or habitual constipation
Wis.
and the myriads of associate or ceJimmy Gardner vs. Bob Moha, 10
Rexall
ailments.
Try
chronic
pendent
rounds, at Milwaukee.
Orderlies at ottr risk. Two sizes, iuc
vs.
McCarthy,
Johnny
Sammy Smith
and 25c. Sold only at our store The
20 rounds, at San Francisco.
Rexall Store. The E. G. Murphey
Saturday.
Drug Co.
Annual relay carnival at the University of Pennsylvania.
Boat race between the Navy and
Massachuetts Tech at Annapolis.
Opening of spring race meeting at
Lexington, Ky.
Opening of spring meeting of thfl
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularitiea,
Maryland Jockey Club at Plmllco.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitute,
Ontario indoor athletic championFOR SALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROS8 DRUG CO.
Ont.
,
ships at Hamilton,
Nelw
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good "humor," Instead of glowering

at

RATES
Per
$7.50
Carrier....
Dally
Year, by
Dally Per Month, by Carrier... .65
Dally Per Week, by Carrier... .15
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
2.00
Pear Year, by Mail....
1.00
Six Months
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly, circulation
of any newspaper in northeastern
Mew Mexico.
COLORADO TELEPHONE

his breakfast, as if to inquire, with
what seems to us true inspiration,
"Is this food poisoned?"
Somehow, the wife did not like his
originality. Tet the husband was a
doctor, and' surely had a right to
make this pleasant inquiry. The food
might have been poisoned, mlghn't, it?
Furthermore, the orilpal j husband
signed a contract reading:
agee
not to annoy my wlie
kjssing '.or
caressing her, to confine my conversation to impersonal or business topics, so that our lives may be as tolerant as possible, and to have my
guests, if I happen to have any, to
myself." Here we have it, in all truth,
a modern and affectionate husband,
determined to leave boredom behind,
to shake off habit, and to have his
wife free from all perfunctory annoyances. And yet, what result? The
wife sues him for divorce! Verily, it
is not in man to please a woman.

ABS Q RB LE TS
A strong and(

Business Office
Editorial Rooms
Society Editor
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Main 2

Entered at the Postoffice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States Mails
as second class matter.
MONDAY, APRIL, 24, 1911

MEXICO NEEDS PEACE
It is to be hoped that the negotia
tions looking toward early peace in
Mexico are ot the true variety. The
situation there has now developed into a serious one. For some time the
Mexican revolution, as far as the actual fighting was concerned, had all
the aspects of being a joke of huge
proportions. Such conditions, howev
er, are of the past. There have been
some real battles recently. More are
in prospect Lives that are worth
something are being ruthlessly
stroyed. Much, valuable property is
being damaged. In northern Mexico
which has been the scene of the ac
tlve revolution, work in the fields has
been at a standstill. Few if any crops
have been planted. And unless there
is a sudden stop to the struggle, the
gaunt and terrible hand of famine is
sure to stretch out its fingers and
gather its grim sheaves before many
months have passed.
And it does seem that if both sides
to the controversy really have the interest of Mexico and its people at
heart they will make the necsesary
concessions and sacrifices of princi
ples to bring about an amicable
differences. It 13 difficult to figure how eithen side can
gain much by continued activities in
the field. It does not'seem posslb'e
that a decisive battle can be fought
which will give victory to one side
or the other for many, many months
to come. If the struggle is continued
until such a battle is brought to a
head, the devastation wrought on
Mexico and Its people, will be a blow
to the progress and prosperity of that
nation from which it will take many
years to recover.
As to the possible intervention ot
the United States, that seems to be
out of the question. The prospect of
such a move properly has no friends
in congress, where the Initiative in
that respect would have to be taken,
as has been evidenced by the develop
ments In Washington during the past
a
Many
few days.
the
American, without appreciating
conditions that exist, gets inclined to
be wrathy because the United States
does not jump in and stop the fray
and see to it that the revolutionists
get their rights. They point to the
action of this government in regard
to Cuba. But the situations are far
from being analogous. Mexico is a sov.
ereign state. Cuba was a mere depen
dency. The trouble in Mexico is purely personal to that nation and its people. All the United States can do is
to preserve a strict neutrality in the
premises and see to it that the lives
of American residents in Mexico and
their property are safeguarded. But
the United States can use its good and
friendly offices to bring about peace
and the
between the revolutionists
Diaz party. That this country has
been doing that very thing, with President Taft directing the way, is plainly
apparent between the lines of the
news dispatches discussing the overtures for peace that come from Wash-ingtoEl Paso and even the City
of Mexico. It is to be sincerely hoped
that these efforta will bear wholesome
have passed.
; fruit before many days
de-
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AN ORIGINAL, HUSBAND
When a husband takes it into his
head to be original, the wife, slave
of generations of habit, frequently
rebels, says the WashInon Post. A
pioneer husband In St, Louis was particularly original in his methods. He
arose cheerfully in the morning,
kicked the furniture about a bit, and
went down to his breakfast in rare
.

,

'

SCIENTISTS WANT BRAINS
There is an urgent call for brains,
made by the anatomists who are
working in the interest of science,
who complain that they cannot get
all the accurate knowledge of the human brain that is desired because of
the difficulty experienced in getting
the brains of educated men who no
longer have any use for them.
No plan for supplying this want has
'
yet been found. It is suggested by
American
Medicine, a publication
much interested in science, that in
telligent men be called upon to do
to
nate their thinking apparatus
science, when they have no further
use for it. It is doubtful if sutb a
plan will prove satisfactory.
intelli
Many men of reasonable
gence will, in the circumstances, be
careful not to trust their brains to
the investigators, even when they have
no further use for them. Ths differ
ence between the ordinary pauper
brain, so easily obtainable for laboratory use, and the brain of the sup
posedly intelligent citizen may not be
so great after all. There are many
men accounted extraordinarily Intelll-men- t
in their generation who may en- tertain secret doubt of their own men- tal powers.
We are afraid the scientific inves
tigators will have an oversupply of
very ordinary brains on their hands
If the suggestion of American Medicine is carried out. A better way
would be for the men of science to
select the brains they think they
want, on the hoof, so to speak, apply
for the use of them, when the time
vurioa nnrt H content to wait. It
would undoubtedly be esteemed a
high honor for a man to be singled
out this way, stimulating to the object himself, and Immensely gratifying to his family. It would be a new
and precious order of merit.
o

KNEE PANTS AND LONG
LEGS

Let it be admitted at the beginning
no provocation can pardon a boy
for knocking down his mother. But
then, in fairness, let It be confessed
that, If anything could extenuate such
violently unfilial conduct, it would be
the maternal refusal to let a
old boy put on long trousers.
Parental authority has its limits. If
the Indiana youth condemned to knee
pants had appealed to the Society for
the Prevention ot Cruelty to Children,
or if he had invoked in court the constitutional inhibition of cruel and unusual punishment, he would have had
and
his legs' properly
garmented
would have escaped the obloquy and
,
the jeers of "the gang."
That erring affection of mothers
which insists upon treating a boy as
an infant inflicts truly cruel suffering.
A long legged lad in short breeches
knows all the mental anguish of the
leper and the Ismael. A cringing,
sllnkin'g expression on the faces of
some men could unquestionably be
traced to the period of boyhood made
miserable and apologetic and abnormal by long, corkscrew curls.

that

rather

brutal-lookin-

g

young man wasvrought before a
magistrate charged with committing
an unprovoked assault on a police

sergeant
1

"Please, sir, I ain't got no defense,
pu(I should like to make an excuse
What I did I did because
tot$ myself.
my mother told me to."
"Nonsense," said the magistrate,
sharply. "I know your mother, and I
am sure she would not order you to
do such a thing."
"But she did, sir," said the young
fellow, In a subdued tone of voice.
'Sam,' she says to me, 'Sam, you're
no good at book work, and you don't
like the Idea of going into the Army,
and ain't got the temperament for a
music hall artist. You should g9 for
policeman.'" London Chronicle.

o

:. .Main

-- anddis--uaioa
aee I learned
hai he was graduated la the same claimed all responsibility foritjpej
' niethofta iU$!Of .1
class as No. 129, aid that they were
fy
planning a' reunion for tonight Puck been employed.
led la
Detctlviurns,) J.wljoMcNamara,
"One pt -- that ctamctatlcs- of toy the arrest f
eld comrade, Am&I Sfifimanf Com- Is expected to return to Indianapolis
pany A, Tweniy-tfcrr- d
JXassachusetts late today and it is believed more
Volunteers, was bravery In actual arrests will be made. Among the pafighting service," said the old soldier. pers seized in the raid on the offices
"Another characteristic was a sense of the union here Saturday night are
of humor, which stood him in good said to be a number of receipts, showstead even in the face of danger and ing money had been paid to the men
contributed not a little to the gayety under arrest and that the dates of
the receipts correspond to the dates
of his comrades.
"At the battle of Cold Harbor, just of the explosions.
The Marion county grand Jury tobefore making the charge and while
under the Confederate fire, our corpo- day began Investigating the finding
ral, who was over six feet tall and of dynamite in the basement ot the
scarcely bigger around than a gun building here in which McNamara"s
barrel, became excited as the enemy's office is located.
Frank M. Ryan, president of the
bullets plowed up the earth about
International Association Structural
him.
'"What kind of a place is this to Iron , Workers, was summoned before
keep a man in?' he demanded. 'Ab- the grand jury late this afternoon.
solutely without protection!'
;:
$250,000 Defense Fund.
"He had no more, than spoken
Denver, April 24. The Western
when Private Stlllman stuck his ramFederation of Miners stands ready "to
rod in the ground.
" 'Here, corporal,' said he, 'get be- levy an assessment of $5 against each
of its 50,000 members as a defense
hind this.' "Youth's Companion.
fund for Secretary J. J. McNamara of
This
A family living in East Orange has the Structural Iron Workers.
made
statement
was
herby
today
a model servant who has proved
self the best cook they ever had, but Charles H. Moyer, president of the
she has insisted upon making up all Western Federation of Miners, to an
her dishes strictly according to her Associated Press representative.
"I consider the entire affair a
own recipes.
,
frame-upsimilar to the one myself
one
the
said
mistress,
"Margaret,"
some
associates
us
is
and
experienced
are
coffee
giving
you
"the
day,
with
the
connection
in
years ago
very good. What kind is it?"
Steunen-ber- g
Governor
was
former
death
of
at
mum,"
kind
no
all,
la
"It
of Idaho," said Moyer.
the reply. "It's a, mixture."
was
"The
how
me
tell
charge that dynamite
you
"Well, won't you
kept by McNamara in the headquarmix It?"
ters of his organization is silly. It
"Sure, mum. I make it
to
Is very easy to hire 'Orchards
Java and
Mocha,
plant dynamite where the detectives
Rio."
who paid them to plant It can find
"Yes. but that is only three-qua-r
ters. What do you put in for the I. Detective Burns has simply taken
the number of explosions that have
other quarter?"
occurred in the country, employed a
at
other
no
I
in
quarter
"Why, put
a
all, mum. That's where so many few 'Orchards,' and worked up
case.'"
mum,
their
by
coffee,
peopfe spoil
puttin' in a fourth quarter, mum."
Constipation brings many ailments in
Success Magazine.
ts train and Is the primary cause of
much sickness. Keep your bowels
"Are you very busy?" asked the regular madam, and you will escape
agent, who had pushed the office boy many of the ailments to which women
out of the way and stepped into the are subject. Constipation is a very
thing, but like many simple
private office where the head of the simple it
may lead to serious consethings,
to
beautiful
the
was
firm
dictating
often needs a little
quences. Nature
assistance ' and when Chamberlain's
stenographer.
"No, as you see, I am lolling upon a Tablets are given at the first indicamuch distress and suffering may
dewny couch and permitting my fancy tion,
be avoided. Sold by all druggists.
to roam through enchanted realms
Nevertheless, I do not wish to subscribe for anything this morning. By
"hurrying you may be able to get out
Ketore the arrival
thi porter, wbom
I have Just summoned by pushing
the handy button under my right
thumb." Chicago Record-Heral-

t,he Jail down. . You

''I

SUBSCRIPTION

MONDAY, APRIL 24, 1911

There's a youngster in Boston
whose appetite is a constant source of
amazement to bis family and relatives.
On one occasion this lad was taken
to spend the day with an uncle In the
suburbs. At dinner he ate so much
that finally it became actually necessary, to forbid hint to eat any more.
Later, when the family were taking
their, ease on the porch, the irrepressible William pulled something
from his pocket and began gnawing
it.
"What have you there?" demanded
his father.
"Only a dog biscuit," came in apologetic tone from Willie.
"Where did you get it?
"I knew I'd be hungry before I got
home," explained the lad, "so I took
it away from Fido." Lippincott's,

'

As

the train left a certain station

the following sign was displayed in
the buffet car:
"No intoxicating Mquors will be ser-vewhile the train is passing through
North Dakota."
They had been rolling through that
interminable state a long time, when
the Women's Christian Temperance
Union dellgate from the East came
into the car for her dinner. Casting
her eye out of the window upon a
scmewhat changed landscape, she re
'
marked to the waiter:
"Are-wstill in North Dakota?"
"No,
ma'am," answered George
a hospitable grin, "what
with
alertly,
ma'am?" House
will vou drink,
keeper.
d

Minister (arousing himself in bar
ber's chair) All through yet
Barber Aye, lang syne.
Minister Then I must have been
indulging in a quiet nap?
Barber Ye wis that, sir.
Minister It was very good of you
not to wake me. I am very thankful
for what has been a most refreshing
sleep.
Barber Hoots, man, haud yer ton
gue; it's only a fair return. I slept
all through your sermon last Sawbath

one-quart-

one-quart- er

one-quart-

tf

Special

Husband Why
you ask
Hobson to every one of your dinners?
Who wants him?
He's the only
Wife The cook.
friend of ours whom she likes. Puck'.
do

Mr.

Tit-Bit- s.

-

Red Cross Prizes for Railroad Men

fuzz-wuzz- y

daddy-longleg-

A generous friend has presented to
the American Red Cross a, special endowment of $5,000 to be called the
William Howard Taft fund, in honor
of the president of the American
Red Cross, because of his constant
and helpful assistance in all of its

work.

The interest of this fund is to be
devoted to providing prizes, for firat
aid 4 work and competitions among
the railroad men of the country. Four
Dtizes with medals will be awarded
annually. The first prize for $50, the
second for $25, the third for $5, and
the fourth for $10, for the best firsi
aid assistance given daring the year
by a member of' any' class 4unong
(railroad men .brganiz'&d under Red
J

--

Cross auspices. Any contestants for
these prizes must, in order to qualify, send a sworn statement, supported by the sworn statement of the
physician who first treated the injured man, to the First Aid Department of the Red Cross. A Jury will
be appointed to determine upon the
:
winner.
The remainder of the Interest of
this fund will be dvoted to prizes and
medals for competitions In first aid
among railroad men given under Red
Cross auspices.
Similar prizes will be provided by
the American Red Cross" for members
of other first aid classes-organiz- ed
under the auspices otV that, associa-tion.'
j

-

IN ROOEB'S; PLATED WARE

A NEW PATTERN

J

THE DAISY

V

I

Gray Finish

J

Good Goods for Little Money
I

,,k

spoons, $1.00 a set of six

'

10

,

iiJO-'ir-

ASK ' FOR OTHER

PRICES

J. TAUPE RT

R O B ERT

606 Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, New Mexico,

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET
flONEY AND STOCKS
money,
New York, April
2
per cent. Prime mercantile paper 3 2 4 'per cent. Mexican
dollars 45. Amalgamated 63. Sugar
11
Great Northern, pfd. 124
Northern
New York Central 105
SouthPacific 121
Reading '151,
ern Pacific 114 38.. Union Pacific 174
Steel 73
pfd., 1,19.-- ;
U?-C- all

2

3-- 8

1--

7--

1--

7--

7--

,

'

.'.
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PROTECT YOUR HOME
fly has the greatest opportunities for
evil. The bite of the spider is poisonous, but at least the spider cannot fly
in the window and light on the back
of your neck or deposit his venom in
worm or
your food. If the
s
had wings and
the
could drop on you from the ceiling
they would be unpleasant house companions, perhaps, although not partlcr
ularly dangerous. But Nature has giv
en to the fly every facMy for carrying on its traffic in filth and disease.
It can crawl and fly and sting. It has
a malignant disposition and Instead of
staying In the cellar or dark corners
like more harmless insects, Invades
the kitchen and the dining room
where it can do the most harm. Isn't
It time you resented this insolence?
Get a swatter and protect your home.

'I

'

-

. Urchin
Paw, what's an accommoda.
tion train?
Suburban Parent I don't know,
Bobby; I never saw one. Chicago
Not all city folks are as ignorant oi Tribune.
the farmer's surroundings aThis
farmers sometimes suppose.
WIDESPREAD PLOT
was evidenced by an incident in the
a
on
Yorker
New
stay of a young
'"
(Continued From Page One)
New England farm.
'Well, young man," said the farm
er to his city boarder, who was up the association Saturday night; a
early and looking round, "been out to shed at the home of D. Jones, near
hear the haycock crow, I suppose." Indianapolis, alleged to have been
e
And the sly old chap winked at Ms rented by J J. MoNamara, twenty-fivtwo
hired man.
pounds of dynamite and
'
The city man smiled. "No," said quarts of nitroglycerin were found
he. suavely: "I've merely been out Saturday night.
wood."
President Ryan of the Union Iron
tying a knot in a cord of
association last night issued
Workers'
Judge.
a statement, condemning the police
Randall Has a reputation for brav for having "railroaded" McNamara
out of Indianapolis toward Los Anery, has he?
wno geles and asking the public to withRogers Yes, with everyone
hold judgment, because he said the
has seen his wife. Life. ..
evidence had been created "by agents
Warden So you moved No. 12?. of the enemies of organized labor."
What's the matter? He seemed to be Other members of the executive
board said the association had alvery quiet and docile.
tear
he'd
afraid
ways denounced the use of explosives
Assistant I was

Of all crawling and winged pests tha

4ipts

la-la- bor

nETALy

--

"
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Market
copper,

New York, April

$4.404.50; standard

dull,

market steady.

'

REPORTS

$4.505.75; southern cows and heifers, $3.254.75; native cows and
heifers, $36; stockers and feeders,
$4.505.75; bulls, $45.15; ca'ves.
$4.507; western steers, $4.75(6;
western cows, $3.255.
Hogs 10,000. Market io to 13
cents lower. Bulk, $5.856; heavy,
$5.855.90; packers and butchers,
$5.856; light, $5.956.05.
Market steady to
, Sheep
13,000.
weak. Muttons, $3.504.50; lambs,
$56; fed wethers and yearlings, $4tfj)
5; western ewes, $3.504.25.

Spot, $11.7011.80;
Silver 54

CMICAOO LIVESTOCK
26,000.
Chicago, April 24. Cattle,
Market mostly 10 cents lower. Beeves,
WOOL
$5.1O6L60; Texas steers, $4.60
St. Louis, April 24. Wool Market 5.55; western
steers,
$4.805.75;
unchanged. Territory and western me- stockers and feeders, $45.65; cows
diums, 1517; fine mediums,r1315;
calves,
and heifers, $2. 55 5. 75;
'
' ; '
May $11.80011.90.

fine,

1--

'

1112.

$4.7J6.50.,

Hogs 56,000. Market slow and generally 15 cents lower. Light, $5.85
$5.806.20; heavy,
Chicago, April 24. Wheat, May 90 6.20; mixed,
rought,
$5.655.80;
$5.66.15;
51
87
Corn,, May
July
Oats. May 31 good to choice heavy, $5.806.15;
July 5i
5834; July 31 58. Pork, May $15.55; pigs, $5.806.15; bulk, $5.956.10.NaSheep 22,000. Market steady.
July $14.87 12. Lard, May $7.97
July $8.05. Ribs, May $8.50; July tive, $34.75; western, $3.254.80;
yearlings, $4.305.25; ,'ambs, native,
$8,02
$4.506.25; western, $4.77(g;C.25.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Good results always follow Foley's'
Kansas City, April 24. Cattle.
'
They give prompt re--'
Mar Kidney Pills.
8,000, including 500 southerns.
lief in all cases of kidney and bladder
ket steady to 10 cents lower. Native disorders. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
steers, $5. 256. 25; southern steers, and Red Cross Drug Co.

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
1--

5--

1--
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WaistSaie

Special Wash Dress Sale

20 Per Cent Off

20 Per Cent Off

Entire stock of Women's Waists.
This week only, at Bacharach's

Women's Wash and Lawn Dresses.
This week only, at Bacharach's

The "House Spirit

Every big store has a house spirit of one sort or another. And in
every case the house spirit is deserved for it is made by the store itself and
the way it is managed. For example, in one store the employees are cheer
ful and contented; they go about their business with the air of being proud
to be a part of thejestablishment. In another store the salespeople our all
grumpy and perform their duties in a mechanical indifferent sort of way as
though they were serving out a sentence. In both of these cases the man
agement is responsible for the house spirit manifested.
MOST EVERYONE KNOWS BACHARACH'S
WAY OF DOING THINGS

The Baby in
White

Stein, Block Clothing: Host Men
for Hen

He's nearly everybody's
baby, nowadays, if his
mother knows what is
what. Fashion has sent
us very pretty frocks in
Russian Pleated and belted styles for children of 2
to 6 years. It is always a
fond parent's wish to get
the best possible things for
the little ones. These we
are able to price so little
as $2.50 and $5.50.

These $i

Custom imade suits are no longer
considered a luxury men are learning

that the triffling added cost comes back
to them many times over in the added
life of the suit and Ithe increased comfort which comes from wearing styles
which they know are right. One Stein
Block Suit holds tts shape and wears

better than two of any other suits made.
Give us your special order. Remember no other suit in town will be like it.
'

-.

See Window Display
Aeents for
Victor Talking Machines
and Records'"

Buy 5 of

Custom Made; Suits

inc.

-

j

'

.

$20.00 to' $50.00

Shirts

Some take a

J doxen or
more and few are satisfied
with less than three. Little wonder when quality
and price, are considered
Made of fine
together,
Madras by a manufacturer
of high grade shirts. This
is a special lot and con-

tains some $1.50 and $1.75
values. Coat Shirts with
attached cuffs, $1.00.

Store of Quality'

E.LasVecas,

MIS
n.m:

Agents for

L adi e s
Home Journal Patterns1
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Tt3 Pfescripllonlsf

'PERSONALS
8.

,and

standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure If we fill your
prescription.

CO.

Phone Main 3 '

"

fiends.

,

.

Harry Scheff of Lamy was In Lai
Vegas yesterday and enjoyed himself
visiting friends.
James Doran of La Junta is here
on business for the Santa Fe, by
which"raTlway he is employed.
Georl S... Hunker wil go tomorrow
tO Mora. whprA ha has hiialnoc
fore the district court of Mora coun
ty. '. ' k :
W. LvDevine and J. E. Tipton of
Watroua were '.Here yesterday to attend the Knights of Columbus doings.
lc
C. M. Bllbride of Albuquerque, wes
among the' visitors here yesterday to
attend the Knights of Columbus initi" .
ation.
'1
Judlf' Clarpnce T T?nhrti Pniirt
Clerk John"Joefns and Court Steno
grapher W. E. Gortner left this mom
ing for Mora to attend court.
Attorney jW. J. Lucas left this
morning in , William Harper's auto
for Mora, where he will attend the
spring term of the Mora county dis,

We Have Just
Received a Lot of

.

'

Western
Garden
I

Seed

,

trict court

In Bulk

and

Package
From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere,

i J. A. Papen
x

'

-

.Notes

Lai

t:

kt

DRUG

C. Hall of Trinidad was In

Veeaa todav
W. G. Hoover of Raton spent Sun
day la the city.
?
E. 8. Pirtcef-c- f Albifcruerqu
Sunday visitor in Las Vegas
Mrs. Walter Pratt nt Santa
arrived this afternoon to visit relatives

The man who duet
the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility la never
sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from any

WINTERS

House Cleaning
Cleaning? house is now in order and we are going: to help
you by making big reductions
in just the goods you need,
right now.

For week ending
April 29

With This Sale
30c for the 7 ft. mounted 50c
Shades.
445c for the 7 ft.
mounted
Opaque 75c Window Shades.
75c for the 7 ft.x38 in. wide
Duplex Shades, hand mounted,
the $1.00 Quality. '
50c pair for 75c Lace Curtains
95c pair for $1.25 Lace Curtains
$1.20 pair for the $1.50 Lace
Curtains
$1.40 pair for the $1.75 and $2
Lace Curtains.
$1.00 a week will buy a new
Buck s Kange, 6 hole, big value

tor jw.uo

the $12.50 Dexter

MOTION PICTURES ARE

K. ROBERTS

PRESIDENT OF NORMAL
VERSITY, HOWEVER, RECOMMENDS. CENSORSHIP

UNI-

THE

6.

ROSEHTHAL

-

In an address on "Boobs, Moving
rictures and Crime," given last night
before a large audience at the First
Methodist church, Dr. Frank H. H
Cohorts, resident of the New Mex
ico Normal university, defended the
He recommended,
nip.ture.
irwuvfir. more stringent censorship
de-and the elimination of all pictures
Dr,
infidelity in the home.
DnhArts stated that 35 per cent of
the moving pictures now being shownmiuuifio
infidelity. Dr. Robj i
'
wryivi,
erta also suggested that all pictures
proshowing crime in any form be
hibited. He spoke of the moving
value
picture as an' invention of great numin education, hut quoted a large
who
ber of judges and other officials
for
suggestions
,
that
many.
assert
received
been
crime and vice have
Dr.
at the moving picture shows.
benRoberts believes moving pictures
censoreficial, but thinks more rigid
should
depicted
ship of the subjects
be made. .
made
Dr. Roberts said books have
effect Tom
what
showed
He
history.
senPayne's writings had in creating
French
the
in
timent that resulted
Federrevolution- - He spoke of "The
and
Papers,"
alist," Lowell's "Blglow
showed
and
Cabin,"
"Uncle Tom's
what , effect they made upon history.
some length
T)r Roberts discussed at
indivld- upon
books
of
tnflnpnoe
nsfc
as
upon
,.i nh.rftter as well
in read
caution
mABted
.
kjmoo
i'UIlS.
t Donte in discussing tne
taltea
influence of books upon crime,
g
criminolo-assertinof
theories
-- bout
the two

'

BASEBALL SCORES;
VESTERDAY'S
RESULTS

;'i

onrfi

National League

,

R H. E
6

1

Pittsburg

4

. 0 4
Cincinnati .
and
Gibson; Gas
Batteries Adams
Clarke.
T.
and
par
' .
R. H. t
Score
11
Chicago
0 2 4
st Tiuia ..'..'..'. ..."
Batteries Weaver and Archer; Gol
den, Laugermllk and Bresnahan
American League
2

.

,....
nwrtflrifT :
Chicago

R.H.E

I..--

6
5 10

2

-

Batteries Olmstead, Scott, Baker,
and Pavne: Gregg and &mitn
Qnnra

..'

"

'

St. Louis

R. H- a a

il".

'

TWrnit.

Mui- -

Batteries George and Clark;
lln and Stanage. (Ten Innings.)
:a i Western League Rtnat
- H. E.
v
Cnna
J"
"SIS:
j
and
8
5
inheritance
of
.
Des Moines
.rime Is the result
13 13
onme is u
..
....
.
.
say
who
nmoha
the sociologists,
nntteries Schelberg, sneriocK auu
I !'M1H
Ul cu.wv- wno
. .
and Gonding
Roberts,
t
Lynch- - Fentress, Patton
Judge uweuw
the meeting,
A
B.Z.I'
3 AU
"ft
rs
room, which ne Wichita
j
...
5
3
7
toe
to
ante-roo....- characterized as the
ana
Judge
uiemmons,
Joint.
Hatteries Jarnlgan
- scioon and gambling
of each Mfimth "Svfert and Kerns.
Roberts insisted It is the duty
Score- -c v
individual citizen to assist in
z
Tf a. lftW 18 gOOQ puu.
Lincoln
,.f.. 40 n1 2
enforceDenver
sentiment should demand its
andcGraw
sentiment
Batteries:
ment If It U bad public
i
rneal.. Judge Ron- wKor.
iULUUU inrt MOMurray.
occasion to
erts, in his remarks, took
....
sioux citr;...y...4V.
o
compliment District Attorney
enforce the
Chel
upon his wiuingne
Millar;
and
so.
Batteries Metier
ii. oKintv in doing speaker
Coe.
iu ... .
lette, Johnson and
last
Association
American
but
remarks were not lengthy,
Paul 0.
St.
Louisvile 6;
v,ere forceful and empww0-""4; Minneapolis 7.
Indianapolis
2.
the officials who re'
Columbus 3;. Kansas City
.
1,1 twelve tne
enforce tne laws
ila&&.-ToleioV Milwaukee 1.
aid of every citizen.
1
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Requirement for
Every Carefully Dressed Woman is
Up-to-Da-

te

i

MEMBERS

A
DISTRICT DEPUTY
GRAND KNIGHT, HEADED

O. N. MARRON,

CORSET FOR EVERY OCCAS

1

DEGREE TEAM.
Beautifully exemplifying the Impressive ritualistic work of the order, Las Vegas Council, No. 801,
Knights of Columbus, yesterday initiated a class of twenty-two- .
0. N.
Marron, district deputy grand knight,
officiated during the third and final
degree. He was assisted by a degree
team brought from Albuquerque.
The initiation was held in the Fraternal Brotherhood hall on Fountain
sciuare. It began at 2:30 o'clock and
vas not brought to a final conclusion
until after 8 o'clock.
Those who were knighted yesterday Included: D. C. Welch, George
A. Kintz, John Florence, P. J. Bas-leeJ. C. Fenton, Vlncente Montoya,
Louis S. Sena,' J. J. ColweJl, Emil J.
Naegelin, Gilbert A. Guerln, Albert
G. Sena, Henry J. Schlff, Enrique
Charles Trambley, Colbert C.
Root, Joseph Florence, J. M. Haydon,
A. Nolette Leo M., Tipton, W. E.Ba'ca
and D. V. Hansen.
The initiation was as heartily
by the new knights as by the
older members of the order, but the
crowning event of the day was the
banquet served In the O. R. C. hall,
the Knights of Columbus' regular
meeting place, after the adjournment
of the lodge. Members of the Ladies
Altar society of the Church of the
Immaculate Conception prepared the
banquet, which was served by young
women of the church. Turkey and all
the trimmings disappeared rapidly
before the voracious attacks of the
knights. The table was set in the
District Dep
form1 of a large cross.
uty Grand Knight O. N. Marron,
Grand Knight W. R. x Tipton, Past
Grand Knight James O'Byrne and
Rev. Father Condon were seated in
places of honor at the extremities of
the wings of the table. John Floyd
acted as toastmaster and called upon
a number of the men seated about
the board, all of - whom responded
with happy remarks.
The ladles who prepared and served
the banquet were: Mesdames. James
O'Byrne, Ernest Mackel, Jonn Papen,
P. J. Emenaker, Mary McGinn,
Misses
Margaret Healy,
Welch;
Anna McMahon, Marguerite Cluxton,
Gladvs Travnor, Mabel Goens, Lucy
Floyd, Helen Kelly. Marguerite Cavanaugh, Nellie Floyd, Mary Tipton,
Sadie O'Byrne, Bertha Papen, Tessie
Devine, Tlerney and Mclntyre.

our corset department it is an easy matter to get a corset
for every occasion corsets especially desirable to be worn
with afternoon, dinner and evening gowns, for the athletic
woman, for those desiring the best results from tailored
garments for every figure and every occasion, corsets that
combine ease and comfort with those new, graceful lines
so much desired by every woman.'

THOMSON'S

--

A rousing meeting of the men of
Las Vegas wl'l be held tonight in the
The meet
Y. M. C. A. gymnasium.
ing is for the purpose of making the
men acquainted with the great work
done by the Y. M. C. A. for the boys
and young men of the city. Future
nlans for the advancement of the
disclosed. The
work also will be
principal speaker of the evening will
be Governor Wiillam J, Mills. Gover
nor Mills is a hearty supporter of the
Y. lH. C. A. He believes in its work
and has seen its good Influence in
this and other cities. His remarks
will be worth hearing.
George D. McDill, an international
Y. M. C. A. secretary, will also make
an address. George A. Klnkel, presi
dent of the association, Dr. Frank H
H. Roberts and others will talk. The
meeting is not for the purpose of
raising money and no subscription
will be taken.
It is expected a large crowd will
be present. The meeting will be held
In the gymnasium, where the Santa Fe
concerts are clven. There will be com
fortable chairs for everybody Every
man, young or old, who is Interested
In the Y. M. C. A. Is urged to attend
the meeting tonight.

'
CARD OF THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Williams wish
to exiend their sincere thanks to all
their friends for the words of com
fort spoken during their recent be
reavement, the death of the'r' little
daughter, Helen, and for ths many
beautiful flowers.
T.amo RhouiJfer la nearly always due
to rheumatism of the muscles, and
nnicklv vields to the free annlicatlon
of Cnamberlaln's Liniment Sold bv
all druggists.

The Souna Sleep of Good Health
Can aot be over estimated and any
ailment that prevents it is a menace
to health. J. L Southers, Eau Claire,
Wis., says: "I have been unable to
sleep soundly nights, because or pains
across my back and soreness of my
poor
kidneys. My appetite was very much
and my general condition was
run dcwn. I have been taaing roiey
Kidney Pills but a short time and now
sleep as sound as a rock, my generalI
conditions is greatly improved, and
know that Foley Kidney Pills have
curod tie." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

and for more than
fifty years they have been the first choice of women
who are particular that their gowns shall have the

Mr
The secret of the great success

of these corsets lies
in the fact that they fit the figure like a glove, in
other words, they are absolutely comfortable, which
cannot be' said of all corsets.

pi

co$p
All Models

From $1.00 to $10.00

ESTABLISHED

1Q6E

o

San MiguelNational Bank
m

$100,000.00

LdiJm

M(t1sG
J.MJ&

o
0
&
9

FRANK SPRINOER, VlcPrwIdent,
D. T. HOSKINS,

$50,000.00

Chler,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Some of Our Depositors
Are people of small affairs. But they wisely argue
that the less they have the more they should f uard
it carefully.

This Bank Will Guard Your Money

FIVE WEEKS OFF

But five more weeks remain of the
present year's work of the city
city schools. 'On Friday, May 26, the
schools will close, not to be reopened
until September. Teachers and pupils
are looking forward, with pleasure to
the summer vacation. Commencement
will occur on the evening of the closSix young
ing day of the schools.
men and women will be graduated
from the high school, as the class ol

.

Our corsetiere will see that you get the right model
the right length and perfect adjustment of the garment about the bust end hips. If you have had
trouble in getting a perfect fit before, we can provide
it, if not out of stock, will see that it is ordered from
the factory.

SUMMER VACATION

CITY SCHOOLS WILL CLOSE MAY
26 SIX STUDENTS TO
GRADUATE

CORSETS

"

correct figure lines.

Ar-mij-

,

"GLOVE-FITTING-

were the first made in America,

r,

en-Joy-

F. H. Pierce of the Agua Pura com$1.95 for the $2.85 Lace Cur
pany, accompanied by Mrs. Pierce
tain btretcher with easel back,
and their son Frederick, left this aft
the best kind on the market.
ernoon, for Denver. They will be
52c square yard for the 75c
gone a week.
Fruited Linoleum.
Clarence M. Williams left yester
62c square yard for the 85c
day for Mountain Grove, Mo., where
Printed Linoleum.
he will enter the employ of the Mis
souri state fruit experiment .station
$1.10 square yard for the
as expert entomologist
$1.50 Inlaid Linoleum.
Sabino Lujan, who removed to El
$1.20 square yard for the
$1-7Inlaid Linoleum.
Paso, Tex., to locate several months
ago, returned last night to Las Ve5
Off any Navajo Indian
gas, accompanied by his family. Mr.
Rug.
Lujan will resume his residence here.
$19.60 for the TR25.00 .Smith
District Attorney Charles W. G.
Axminster
Rugs, 3 by 10-Ward is in Mora, attending court.
for
$21.85
the $27.50 Smith
the
of
During his absence the affairs
Axminster Rugs. 9 by 12 ft.
district attorney's office will be look
ed after by the assistant district atONLY AT
torney, Louis C. Ilfeld.
T. J. Doolin", H. J. Asselin, G. R.
Potridge and O. N. Matron were
mong the, Albuquerque Knights of
Columbus here yesterday to attend
the initiation and banquet conducted
by the Las- Vegas council.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.. E. Las Vegas
Mr! "and Mrs.1 D. L. Batchelor re
vacation
a
turned this afternoon from
trip to California, in several cities of
which state they visited during their MEN'S MEETING AT
absence. Before going to California
the Batchelors visited in Emporia,
Y. M. C. A. TONIGHT
Kan., with their daughter, Miss Nell,
v
who is attending the state normal
school there. Mr, Batchelor will re- GOVERNOR
WILLIAM
J. MILLS
sume at once his duties as agent here
GUEST:
HONOREO
BE
WILL
,
for the Santa Fe.
AND CHIEF SPEAKER
8--

DEFENDED

es

1--

(

j

At

5

Grocer and Butcher.

)

.

For Spot Cash Only, No
or Premiums go

$9.85 for

C'S INITIATE

A CLASS OF

Washing Machine.

.1 ,

IL

igii

Even against your own tendency to spend too
ly. Open an account and you'll be better off.

Jl?

free-

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

3&ddtirdo&OdM&9l

STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING
A .meeting of the stockholders of
the Las Vegas Masonic Building asso
ciation will be held at the Masonic
Temple in East Las Vegas, N. M.,
April 24, 1911, at 8 o'clock p. m., for
the purpose of electing a board of directors to serve for the ensuing year.
and to transact such other business as
1911.
may legally come before such meetJOHN S. CLARK,
The graduating class is now active- ing:
Paresldent
ly engaged in preparing for the annual
class play, which will be given on A. D.' HIGGINS, Secretary.
Thursday evening, May 25, In the Dun- East Las Vegas, N. M. April 14,
can opera house. The piece selected 1911.
Is "A Strenuous Life," a comical pro
duction in three acts.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS ,
Judge Clarence J. Roberts will make PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed t4
the address to the graduating class at cure any case of Itching, Blind, BleedT
the annual commencement. Arrange Ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to.M
sermon
montn fnr the baccalaureate
i
days or mono ' refunded. 'Oc.- v.
have not been completed. The bacca
laureate services will be held Sun

Frank Revell,

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
day afternoon, May 21.
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby of course.
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
'
Tonv Faust draught beer is on tap
Furnished on All Kinds of
Estimates
one of the
Try ajarani of Old Taylor bourbon at the Opera 'Bar, and is
Job, Wotk a Specialty.
over
Building
served
any
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar- finest draught beers
Opposite Optic.
Phone Main 336.
J
in
the
city.
bar
reis uii uio uai.

ANNUAL

r

STATEMENT,,
as of date of December 31, 1910, of the

ROYAL INSURANCE
Assets
Liabilities

CO. Ltd., England
1L534.B55
8,682,516

Surplus to policyholders

2,852,039
'

Represented by

;

JOHN S. CLARK,

EAST LAS VEGAS, N.

FINANCIAL

as of December
:.:'!.
-.

M.

STATEMENT.
31, 1910,

,

of the

AETNA INSURANCE COMPANY

bit..

of Hartford, Conn.
'

i..'..

Assets
Liabilities

21,023.545
8,654,529

I... I

Surplus
;i;

Represented by

.,

JOHN S. CLARK, EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

12,369,016
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SNAKE MAKES

Optic

NEST

"RAT

YOUNG WOMAN'S

"mm

THE

l!1

MANY TIMES
GIRL IS BITTEN
WITHOUT KNOWING THE
CAUSE
Richmond, Va. Bitten several times
by a small moccasin ' snake which
nested in her "rat" when she had laid

COLUMN

that creation beside her as she rested
In a hammock In her front yard in the

BBSSO

evening. Miss Mary Wood of the West
end is reported to be in a serious condition, though Bhe will recover from
the venomous bites.
Disregarding all the rules of hos-

pitality, the young snake, having
itself comfortably in the
warm recesses of the "rat," was not
content with that much luxury of
warmth and freedom from disturbance. It must needs follow Its treach- -

Optic'i Number, Main 2.
RATES FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-TISEMENT-

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a
line. No ad to occupy less space than
two lines. All advertisements charged will be booked at space actually
set, without regard to number of
words. Cash in advance preferred.

Wanted
WANTED A cook for J. W. Ham-eon'- s
place on tie Pecos. Inquire at
Gross Kelly & Co.
WANTED Two or three furnished
rooms for light housekeeping, Address M. X, Optic office.

For Sale
i

FOR SALE Cheap, f 75 refrigerator
la use only a short time. Inquire
1107 Douglas.
Legal blanks of all
scriptions. Notary seals and
ords at The Optic ofCce.

de-

SALE

FOR

rec-

FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, 114.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens. Humboldt, Kan R 2.

Miscellaneous
Books
of
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
corporations or individuals opened,
closed, checked or audited. Small
sets of books kept up at moderate
charge. F. W. Van Ness, Box 52,
City.
'

ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice is hereby give.i to all tax
payers iu Precinct Number 29 of the
County of San Miguel, that I will be
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p.m.
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
receive returns of all taxable property. Those failing to do so within the
specified fine will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the compiled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
25 per cent will be Imposed on those
who fall to make returns,
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
apr 30

The Sound Sleep of Good Health
"Can not be over estimated and any
ailment that prevents it is a menace
to health. X L. Southers, Eau Claire,
Wis., says: "I have been unable to

sleep soundly nights, because of pains
across my back and soreness of my
kidneys. My appetite was very poor
and my general condition was much
run down. I have been taking Foley
Kidney Pills but a short time and now
sleep as sound as a rock, my general
conditions is greatly improved, and I
know that Foley Kidney Pills have
currd me." O. O. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

Dropped

to the Floor and Wriggled
Away.

erous bent and "bite the hand that
fed it," though In this case the old
saying Is not exactly suited to the situation, as it was the girl's chaste and
marble brow into which his snakeship
set Its fangs.
store
The girl Is a department
clerk, and on the day of the strange
occurrence she went to work as usual
behind the counter. Her head began
to itch and pain her in a short time,
and, taking another girl into her confidence. Miss Wood went to the dressing room, where the hair was taken
down.

Several small red and swollen
splotches were discovered on her
scalp, but little thought was given to
them. Enduring the pain all day, the
time and
girl went 'home at closlng-utold her mother of her discomfort
The hair was again taken down and
the scalp examined, and drops of blood
with more incisions were discovered.
The mother then asked for the "rat"
upon which the young woman was accustomed to do up her tresses, and,
taking it, began squeezing it in an
absent-mindeWhat was her
way.
horror to feel something wriggle Inside the fuzzy thing. Hastily tearing
it to pieces, the mother was surprised
moccasin dropped to
when a
the floor and wriggled away, after striking at her without, effect several
times.
The girl fainted at sight of the reptile, and was carried to bed, where
she is now under the care of a physician. She stated that the "rat" had
not been examined after lying In the
hammock In the evening, and it is
the supposition that the reptile got
into it then.
All day long, while the girl was
waiting on the bargain seekers, the
little reptile kept itself hidden in the
"rat." And, all day long
as its fancy dictated or its hunger
commanded, it sank its tiny fangs into
the girl's head, causing her Intense
discomfort.
The snake was so young that its
venomous quality had scarcely developed, Is the theory for the g'irl not
dying from the bites.
.

p

d
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COW

CALFLESS
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's

Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
Kendrick, Rasaca, Ga. "It is the best

cough remedy on the market for
coughs, colds and croup." For sale
by all druggists.
'

LOCAL TIME

USD

WEST. BOUND
Arrive
No. 3

.'.

;

Depart
No. 1
No. 3

No.
No.

.

7
9

...W

4
8
10

Depart
No- - 2
No. 4
No. 8

No. 10

.

a

Reese Gentry,
Owensvllle,
prominent farmer living- near Mount
Vernon, has a cow on his farm that
adopted a litter of pigs after her twin
calves were sold to a butcher. It happened that the piggies became motherless about the time the cow became
Ind.

grief-stricke- n

themselves against their foster mother
while taking their liquid nourishment

9:10 P.
11:10 P.
1:15 A.
1:45 P.

2

Bereaved Mother and Little Orphans
Said to Be Very Devoted to
Each Other.

. cow
wandered
The
6:15 A. M. about the farm hunting something to
6:13 P. M, coddle when her eyes spied the squeal
and it was love at
6:35 P. M. ing orphan pigs,
sight. The old cow does the mother
act until it comes to grunting, and it
2:10 P. M. must be admitted that she Is shy on
6:20 A. M. that art.
5:40 P. M.
The pigs do the calf stunt by stand
7:00 P. M-- ing on their hind legs and bracing

EAST BOUND
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

PIGS

calfless.

1:60 P. M.

No. 1
fo. 7
No. 9

.

ADOPTS

i

Paralyzed by a Tiny Pin.
M.
Pa. William Bechtel, a
Tamaqua,
M.
hotelkeeper of Nesque-honlnprominent
M.
had his entire left side para
M. lyzed In a peculiar manner. Lying on

a couch he was playing with his liftle
9:15 P. M. daughter, when the point of a pin
11:20 P. M. worn by the . child penetrated his
striking one of
1:25 A. M. breast near the heart,
nerves leading to the brain.
the
2:10 P. M.

While They
Talked
"He was the smartest dog you ever
saw!" said the host from the head of
the table, enthusiastically. "There
he'd sit Just as contemptuous as a
human being if you threw down- eight
rings, or nine but the minute all ten
of those rubber rings were down he'd
bark and gather them up one by one
and bring them back to you! Why,
he could count, that dog could, Just
as well as you! There wasn't any
fooling him, either! Why, one time"
"My French poodle was Just as
bright," Interrupted the woman on his
right "Really, Toto was abnormal!
He wasn't Just a bundle of fluff with
no brains, as most people Judged from
his looks. He knew every single word
you said to him and he knew how to
get his own way. Why, I've known
that dog when there was a roomful of
company and nobody was paying any
particular attention to him to select a
prominent place and sit up on his hind
legs, looking about proudly when people exclaimed over how clever he was.
"But that wasn't what I started to
tell you. Toto was frightfully stubborn and always wanted his own way.
Once he sat down in front of the
swing door Into the kitchen and
barked to be let out there, but for
some reason I didn't want him to go,
He kept right on
so I said: 'No.'
whining and teasing and drooped his
ears and his tall and looked the picture of deserted despair, but I didn't
give in and finally he sat down a'jd
put his head on one side and thought
Then, like a flash he got up, raced up
the front stairs, through the second
floor and down the back stairs into
the kitchen, where he wanted to go.
Tou needn't tell me that dog didn't
figure that all out"

"Dogs certainly are intelligent"
said the host in a strained but determined voice. "Now, the dog I am
telling you about "
He was interrupted by his wife and
the rest of the women rising and departing for the library. "We'll have
our coffee there," his wife remarked.
The deserted men edged closer together and the host cleared his throat.
"Now," he said firmly, "I shall, tell
you about that dog
"Say," spoke up the only man who
had contributed nothing to the symposium, "I don't care about dogs, Let's
talk about horses. I've got a horse
that's a wonder!"
"Well, of course, it's in my own
house, so I can't do anything violent"
d
said the host "So babble on,
you!"

I"

cos-foun-

191 1

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
CHAPMAN

1

RESTAURANT AND CAFE 6

THE BEST GOODS

-

"He certainly was bright," said the
host, politely. "Now, my dog "
"My terrier was terribly Jealous,"
interrupted the man with the mustache. "Jealousy in an animal is very
pathetic, I think. Bob had always
been the whole thing and when the
baby came he simply couldn't understand it He'd try to push her out of
our laps and sit and weep and look
agonized when we talked to her. Finally, I telephoned a friend that I had
to dispose of either the baby or the
terrier, and he could come over and
take his choice. He was dreadfully
afraid of hurting our feelings and explained that of course the baby was
lots nicer, but that he chose the terrier, as he could lock it up and leave
it at home when he wanted to go out
anywhere and he couldn't the baby."
"Ha! Ha!" said the host "Most
amusing! Now, my dog "
"Poor little Fldo" broke In the woman at his left. "It's all I can do to
keep from crying when I think of hlml
I think dogs must have souls, don't
you? He was a cocker spaniel and so
affectionate. He loved me devotedly
and couldn't bear to have me out of
his sight, and it always made him
furious If we went riding and didn't
take him along. Whenever I left him
behind he went straight upstairs to a
low shoe closet where I kept my shoes,
and if the door wasn't locked he'd
nose it open. Then he'd carry every
one of those shoes and slippers downstairs and put them on the window
seat and sit guard over them till he
saw me come home. I tell you, nobody could touch those shoes he'd
growl and show his teeth and raise a
dreadful row! I thought it so cunning!"
"Very pretty, Indeed," said the host
"It reminds me that my dog "
"Henry!" Interrupted his wife from
the foot of the table, "don't you remember Sport? Sport was the bulldog my brother owned and when Henry was coming to see me Sport took
the greatest fancy to him. One night
whenhe was calling and another man
came Sport sat on the front steps and
wouldn't let the other man come up
to ring the bell! Wasn't that perfectly killing? The other man declared
that Henry had subsidized Sport with
soupbones, but he really was quite
nice about it, because he sent us a
lovely silver dish when we were married."
"Good old dog. Sport," agreed the
host. "As I was saying "
"Fido really must have been part
human," said the woman on his left.
"He would sulk and pout, you know.
Once, when we had been riding and
he had stayed at home, he evidently
thought it over and got terribly mad,
for he acted' Just like a child who was
in a rage and wanted to show, how
bad he could be. He Jumped Into my
lap and climbed up on my shoulder
and pawed my hair down Just as
viciously as though he were saying:
'I'll show you.' I laughed till I almost cried."

LOBBY

APRIL 24,

LODGE! NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

munication first

and

third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.

DIRECTORY

RED MEN

Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood hall the sleep of the fourth
Thursday of each month, eighth
run,
thirtieth breath. Visiting
brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, aache"m;
David Flint chief of records and
collector of wampum.

B. P. O. ELKS

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
month at O. R. C. hall Visiting
conclave second Tues-- ;
Brothers "are cordially invited- - J.
day in each month at MaK. Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
Condon,
Secretary.
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at FraVEGAS
LAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
convocation first Monday
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
in each month at MaCondon, Secretary
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
P.; Chas. H. Sporleder,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
secretary.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
building. Visiting members are corRANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
S. Meets second and fourth ThursE.
P. Mackel, F. S
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
M.
Matron;
Agnes
Tripp, Worthy
I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
1. Meets every Monday evening at
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
hall on Sixth street All visittheir
Phone Main 231', 721 Fourth street
ing brethren cordially Invited to attend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
NO
LODGE
EL
DORADO
1,
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
every Monday eveC V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ning in Castle hay.
Vlstting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
invited.
cordially
Chas. E. Llebsch-nie-r. Meets the second and fourth Fridays of each month in the W. O.
Chancellor
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Commander. Harry
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
Martin, Keeper of
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Records and Seal.
assistant deputy. Visiting Neighbors are cordially invited.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets, first
DENTISTS.
and third Wednesdays of each
month at . Fraternal Brotherhood
F. R. LORD
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.;"W.
memSecretary. Visiting
DENTIST
bers cordially Invited.
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms 3 and 4
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
Office
Phone Main 67
102 Meets every Monday night at
Residence
Main 413
Phone
their hall in the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
o'clock. Visiting members are corDENTIST
dially welcome. Fred Phillips, president; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
Suite 4 Crockett Building. Has phones
Bally, Treasurer.
at office and residence.
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY,

NO. 2,

THE

J

HANDLED

Reg-k9lul-

J. E. ROSENWALD

LODGE NO. 545,

of B. B. Meets every first TuesATTORNEYS
day of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A, Hunker
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
HUNKER & HUNKER
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
Attorneys at Law
SecCharles
Greenclay,
President;
Las Vegas
New Mexico
retary.

I. O.
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Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Jose Chavira, Tome, N. M.
One dark bay horse
years old, 4 feet nine inches high.
V
Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuq'ierque, N. M.
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, 11
To-wi- t:

PCI

'

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
W. L. Harrell, Clayton, N. M.
One red cow, 3 years old.
Branded
KIN
On left ribs
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
To-wl- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Felipe Bernal, San Antonio, N. M.
one berry color pony
mare about 4 or 5 years old, about
five feet high.
To-wi- t:

ouuiueu

Branded
On right shoulder
j j
.
i
n i
oa.iu
auimaii iDeing unKnown to uua
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11

Job Printing of every kind

CORRECT

PIT

ART

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assist-ance- .
Cost estimates will
be

cheerfully furnished

whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.
THE

-

To-wl- t:

On

left neck

p

uuiuuu Deing unKnown to tnif
Board. Unless claimed bv n wrier nn n
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
verusemenit, sal a estray will be sold
by tihis Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
sjjum

Albuniiftrnruv M M
pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom Jt
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up bv
W. C. Simpson, Deming, N.. M.
One dun horse, about 15
'
years old. .
Branded
3
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to thU
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M. ,
Albuquerque, N. M.
'11
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28,
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, "11

OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.

Telephone Main 2

To-wl- t:

.

IS All

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "cor-rec- t
printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal w&a taken nn h.Manuel Lopez, Las Cruces, N M.
One bay yearling colt.

First
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
il. T, Nix, Rosebud, N. M.
One roan pony horse 12 or
15 years old.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

m

On left shoulder

.is fully prepared to handle

To-wi- t:

gontimtous
TS
A

Mmi i s in a

WHAT makes your name familiar and

identifies it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking.
J If you advertise occasionally,
else
somebody
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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the shack. It. crack, were wide, and
"What
do you think of that?
Inside could be seen and heard the queried "Creek" Hill, pointing to the
angry ambitions of Ross. Ross was offending article.
there himself,
pacing the floor.
Greer saw that It was a bad blund
stroking his silken beard, and ex er, and assured the widow's champion
claiming that all day he bad barely that "Dad"' would make a correction
been able to resist buckling on his The champion departed, with oaths
The Su.p...0 of Th.
Outhrl., Oklahoma, 8Ut. C.p.UI R.ca.1. Strenuou.
and seeking the blood ot his whistling between hi. teeth.
pistol,
Tim.. in
Day.Pictur..qu Care.r of Fr.nk
enemy. Affair, had come to the jump
Greer derided that It might be wise
S. Gr.r, th. Editor
ing off place, and unless the attack to find WltBon before "Creek" Hill
upon him should be abandoned there encountered
him, and went In search
With the final suspension of the
would be crepe on the door ot a news- of the qujondam minister of the
governments at Outhrle in the first paper office and a fresh mound In the
jos
Guthrie State Capital on March 26. days.
attention, after he had
Each
collected revenues, cemetery. Pat Do ran, an ardent Roe pet. Ills
walked several block., wa. drawn to
Oklahoma lost Us most "Individual
.though its officers were not under
site, was chosen a. emissary to con a crowd In th. street
Upon reaching
newspaper. Its first Issue ap- bond for the proper expenditure of the vey this ultimatum to Greer.
the spot he beheld the manly form
peared April 22. 1899, the 4ay Okla-nom- a funds. Greer became convinced that
Greer and "Mlzoo" hastened away, ot the
widow, champion stretched In
the funds of one of the townslte gov and were
waa opened to settlement, and
.ittlng quietly at work when the dust, his face bleeding, both eyes
ernments were not being properly
Doran appeared. Doran was confident swollen
its editor and owner from beginning used and demanded In
shut, and unable to rise
his newspaper that
to end was Frank Hilton Greer, a man a
only instant flight from Guthrie
public accounting by the officials. would enable Greer to save hi. life. '.'Creek" Hill had found Wilson.
of aggressive
When Greer returned to his office
personality, who came There was no response. The demand as Ross
every Instant was becoming
from Winfleld. Kan. Always
radical, Tvaa repeated many times, without the more and more unable to restrain Wilson wa. leisurely at work, bland
ly republican in politics, the Capital bringing forth the desired financial
a. a May morning.
himself.
fought its party
battles at white statement. It was estimated
that
"iA you see Creek' Wilson?" ask
to
said
Doran
"You
Greer
go back,"
heat, it grw from a mere handrfheet al,out 13,000 had been collected.
'
ed Greer.
heard
snooser
t
old
that
"and
that
tell
to a newspaper of metropolitan
There were no courts that could b. every word he .aid, that he la a cow
size,
a
minute or two on
"Yea, Just for
a property valued at one time at used to
the
officer, to make an ard, and If, he show, tip around this the bank corner," replied Wilson.
compel
1300,000 and for a number of
years
The "city hall" of this shop I'll .hoot his whiskers off."
think you'll find him there now."
was the dominant newspaper Jn Okla- - accounting.
townsite government was a frame
and nftld:
Doran
Patrick
grinned
The widow', champion was In bed
noma, powerful enough to make and shack that could
be entered so easily Pace be wld ye, my bhoy faith, Olme three weeks. Cook, chronicler of the
unmake men In public life. Greer came by
off a board that It was tellln' ye a. a frltid. It's not me to flood, wrole an
apology, and the wl
to Guthrie (With $29 in his pocket neverpulling
thought necessary to lock the molnd ycr own business, lad."
do regained her composure. "Creek"
and some second hand newspaper ma- door. Late one afternoon
Greer and
The accusation, with their affidavits Hill sent for Wilson to come to his
terial which he had bought with bor- his city editor, in
the shack, were printed one by one, and Hie bedside. Wilson feared! treachery, but
passing
rowed money.
saw that the little Iron sufe contain- Dooleyites chuckled In glee. Hreer hud
finally went. Reaching out his hand,
The suspension of the Capital be- ing the offiical records was
open, the been told that he might be assasslnat
'Creek" Hill said:" "Old man, put
came inevitable with the removal of clerk
having failed to shut the door ed. On the morning tit election, long ner there, and lets shake; you arc
the state capital Irom Guthrie loss upon his departure for the day. The
he tvas aroused at bis the best 9rtd fastest performer that
of business made-- it impossible longer books were extracted and carried to beforg dawn,
home by Hunt knocking on his door. ever struck the Cottonwood, and I've
to publish the Capital in the form ot Greer's office. The clerk returned
His wife urged him not to open the been In this country forty years."
a metropolitan newspaper, and to re- during the
evening and, seeing the door. Willi a iilstoi In each hand land
duce its size and Us news service safe open, closed the door and locked
without Haiti itia: A lamrV, Greer pulled
would have destroyed Its prestige In it, thinking the records were Inside. the door
A CHARMING YOUNG WOMAN
suddenly open and ashed
the state at large. Unable to escape During the night the records were what was wanted. Dooley stood be IS
his predicament, Greer applied the copied In detail, each
day', collections fore him. wretched and distracted. Helen T.ft, the President'. Daughter,
match and blew up the ship.
being ehawn. Next morning before Ilo was in fear of his life and de
Hat a Sincere Manner and 1.
The history of the Capital would daylight the records were carried to clared that
Utterly Unaffected.
only his withdrawal from
be largely the history of Oklahoma the shack and laid on
top of the sufe, the race, giving the victory to Ross
Greer's personality gave .vigor to bis where the clerk found them upon his
Washington. One ot the principal
by default, would save him. lie had
of conversation among mem
editorial writings and they were wide- arrival and was astonished at his
topics
slopped (he presses of the Capital
ly read, however, vltrolic .their con carelessness In not having put them that, his withdrawal might be printed. bers ot the Boclal set In Washington
this fall Is the debut ot the president's
tents and partisan their viewpoint.' It in the safe.
"1 dare
yoi to leslatt,'' said Greer. daughter, Helen. If Miss Taft achieve.
is said of him that physically he never
The Capital opened brondslde with "Desert your cause at this time and the popularity at Washington this win
knew the sensation of fear, save one a
page of facts and figures. The "Vox you'll be run out of the country. No, ter that was hers while a student at
when he was caught beneath a circus
Populi" and the "Pro Bono Publlros" sir, you can't resign after nil this Bryn Mawr, she will make for herself
tent blown down In a tornado. He of the townslle
an enviable record.
Jumped and cracked light Itaa been made for your electloii.
In
carried his pistols dn the "gun" days their heels
the
bresldent's
'
appearance
together when they rend Don't lei 'em bluff, ymi, hoolcy.
dauthter Is tall, well built and Very
of Oklahoma and shot it out with his the article.
lite
Doolov
at
look
were
sure
the
courage
pubThey
dignified, with clear white skin, which
adversaries, though he never hit
lic treasury had been looted.
The sight of Hie militant editor and Bwore Is usually wellbrowned by outdoor
nor was he ever hit himself townslte
officials, most of them hon- thai, ho would alay In until the Inst exercise. Her hair Is brown ami wavy
But only bad marksmanship caused est
men, were dismayed. Nolody could drop of blood was shed, lie was elect- and Iter eyes brown as berries. Bhe
his miscarriage of bullets. He was solve the mystery of how Greer htul ed by a majority of UN voles, The Is so fund 6! Wearing brown that she
six feet, two inches in heighth, welfh-e- obtained his Information.
election that dny waa a riot from won for herself at Hryn Mawr the so- maid."
163 pounds, but had an angular
to finish. Hundreds of pistols briquet Ot
start,
The offlicals had been elected In
Is as cordial
In
Taft
Ml.
maimer,
man
caused
to
a
appearance that
used as clubs but not s
say mass
and frank as a child. She has a clear,
meeting, and It required only were drawn and
of him, "Greer has the running gear a
his
fired.
Ross
swallowed
was
shot
"
resonant speaking voice, and she
to bring the people
fqw loud
of a katydid."
By others he was
for another purpose to turn rage and Bhook hands with Greer, enunciates her opinions on all sub- together
called "The Tall Sycamore of the out the
should not
officials, and for the first time ask Ins only that Greer
Cottonwood," the Cottonwood bein a LOklahoms exercised the right ot the continue his attack on him. Ross went
afream t&t pasSesTtBrougn- me Towrf recall.
widow
Only one official escaped the to Washington, married a rich
of Guthrie. Greer was a good platknife he had been absent and never returned to Oklahoma.
prunning
form speaker, user of homely but
In Greer's employ in early days as
during the alleged peculations. It was
phrases, and took part In al' estimated that close to $10,000 had advertising solicitor was a former
the political campaigns of his party.
disappeared, as receipt after receipt preacher of the gospel, W. IL Wilson,
When Guthrie woke next morn'ng was
presented by taxpayers, and found who had gone broke In the ministry
after it had been settled in a da or to be unrecorded. The official under and hud come to Oklahoma to make a
25,000 or 30,000 fortune hunters, all
suspicion disappeared, and never re- stake. Wilson was a big, strong man,
living in tents, it was found that
turned. The other officials, guiltless about 50 years old and wore a long
quick-actiodouble-eyed- ,
of wrong, survived the recall, and are beard. He was called "Deacon" and
"bad" man from the wooliest; regions
boxamong the most respected citizens of was probably the most 'scientific
of the tanned and sunwrinkled West Oklahoma.
er in Guthrie and in the alley behind
was thicker than coyotes along a cat'
on the
Guthrie's second city election was the Capital office daily put
tie trail, every mother's son of then
with
all
aspiring pugilists that
as spectacular as the explosion gloves
with a gun in his belt and a bad about
come
to
chanced
that way. The Idea
of
all the fireworks at a Fourth
weather sign in his eye. The peo- of
Wilson was Greer's
abroad
that.
got
diwas
The
celebration.
populace
July
ple had only such government as they vided between those who championed father and owned the newspaper, due
organized themselves, the organic act
to Greer's youthful appearance and his
economy of the retiring administrawith Wilson. It
giving law to the territory not having
tion and those who denounced its constant association
passed congress. A lot of sunken
was a daily occurrence for somebody
nomi
faction
first
The
crab-grasextravagance.
places, overrun with briars and
a Missourian named to enter the Capital office and say
that still may be found in nated for mayor
father." Jeots very decidedly, She can conD. M. Ross, and the other faction to Greer, "Bub, there's your
verse a. entertainingly ubout her Ufa
the environs of Guthrie, show how
One of Greer's most graceful and
faith to James M. Dooley,
In foreign lands as her father. She
hard It waa to dodge bullets in those plighted its
a
Frank
was
of
Cook,
men
writers
ability. polished
from Iowa, Both were
has crossed the Pacific, four times. first fierce day of Guthrie.
Dol-leSoutherner. Cook was the first man
the
Ross
Apollo of the town;
wqs
The coming White House debutant,
vltrolic
was
be
Greer's newspaper
well, Wolley would have lost even to appear in the streets of Guthrie has one accomplishment that Is most
yond the imagination of newspaper
at a manly beauty attired in the silk hat, frock coat, unusual In girls ot her position In
readers who ponder upon the Bible the "booby" prize
his editorial tugs light trousers and gloves the morn- life. Indeed, few among the smart set
hooked
Greer
show.
texts that glorify editorial pages in
whom she associates know as
to the Dooley wagon.
ing garb of the gentleman of fashion. with about the art. She Is a
s
these peaceful days. Everything was
much
a
ran to humor and when
There were rumors that Ross had His pen
cook. Not a cooking school procalled by its true name, which may
'
behind him flood came one day and inundated duct, mind you, but a graduate of her
ihave been bad taste, as well as bad left some kind of a record
The
Dooleyites dug up Guthrie's most noted dance hall, the mother', kitchen.- She can bake pies,
judgment, yet never in the history in Missouri.
and used $1,500 "White Elephant," and the latter's make bread and cakes, etc., and Is an
a
fund,
editorial
campaign
an
big
apology
of the Capital did
scrambled
inmates
clad
good housekeeper.
to Missouri lightly
sleuth
a
appear In its editorial columns. Many of it in sending
waters to places
the
in
yellow
had
been
through
Robs
doing
what
to
face
learn
editor's
a gun was poked into the
mules. of safety, with here and there a
but mild words or another gun, 11 the lands of blue grass and big
When
Are Seen,
that male visitor seeking concealment In "Love Is blind,"Fault.
affidavits
and
accusations
the
The
averted
so poets sins;.
there was time to draw it,
a
Cook
a
complied
were
a
plunging flight.
But cynlo bachelor wight
the Dooley digger brought back
imDendine tragedy,
record of the event that made th Says that marriage la the thing
Not so many years ago Greer look as bad as they make them. The Ross
Tiat will restore the tight.
was going on, and whole town shake with laughter. Alas,
ed up from his desk one night and faction knew what
slmlliar-tfor Cook, there was striking
found his nose within an inch of the began getting its ear to the ground
HI. Day Hadn't Com.
between the names of the owner
of
the
noise
col
the
to
explosion.
most
hear
a
"45,"
Bacon Thought you said h.'d b. a
muzzle of a Colt's
rea
and
of
"White
the
Greer
Elephant"
in
his
a
was
In big type
newspaper
man some day,
'
icky weapon. Holding the gun
woman that great
So I did, but he hasn't had
Egbert
man with murder in his eye. In his printed seven accusations, with the putable,
at the proper time each conducted a boarding house. The lat- the chance yet.
statement
that
written
apology
a
was
hand
other
"Hasn't had a chance?"
on a separate ter's name by mistake was UBed in the
which Greer was ordered to sign and accusation would appear
"No; be has to sleep all day. He's
The story.
affidavits.
the
un
was
by
supported
Greer
day,
next
morning.
publish
a night watchman." Yonker. Stateshouse
with
of
red
the
The
mistress
grew
boarding
atmosphere
political
Armed.
man.
In tears. Incidentally, she was a
"You can shoot every, damned load talk of bloodshed in the neighborhood was
In the Capita! widow. A widow in tears may sumout of your gun and still I'll not sign of Greer's sanctum.
A Cold Fact.
as mon untold champions. Among the
known
a
was
said
office
compositor
.
it,"
nor
publish
this apology,
couldn't
"I
stand It In the public
of
a
as
himself
home
who
at
the
boarders
that
imposed
lodged
Greer. "I have nothing except my "Mizzoo,"
A man there with
any
longer.
parlor
mixed-blooTo
a kind of a bodyguard for the editor.
this widow was "Creek" Hill, a
the worst kind of a cold In hi. head
fists and you can get that kind of
was
belt
work
at
"Mizzoo"
whose
type
down
see
setting
pistol
Indian,
was telling the oldest kind ot stories."
fight in a second If you'll lay
was enough to make a man's blood shiny from long use. When "Creek"
"I see. Hoarse chestnuU."
your gun, If that is not satisfactory
I'll chill. At the side of his "case" stood Hill panoplied for war, sallied forth
but
me,
shoot
You
may
shoot
Result of a Fad.
quad box to average the widow, he was follow
you a Winchester, in the
guarantee that in fifteen minutes In
came In at th. door.
and sticking In the ed by the prayers of the other board
Poverty
a
was
a
to
telgraph
pole
will be swung
Love Immediately flew out of the
blaze "hell" box was a Bowie knife. The ers and of the widow herself, that
front of this office. Now.
window.
"Mizzoo"
until
his
and
be
not
stayed
bis hand should
galley boy admired
away.
"Ah," said those who observed,
moment, weapon, with all the devotion of a he had wrought destruction.
"this Is what comet ot being freab-al- r
The man gased at Greer a
office
his
Greer had just reached
faddists!"
lowered his gun," and began crying. noble youth.
withNews came one windy night that the and had not read the story, when
but
trouble,
their
They adjusted
Elucidating.
after-ward- s
Ross clans were gathering in an old "Creek" Hill, swarthy and grim, en"That pretty woman over tier. Is
out a newspaper retraction, and
destruction
"Bub,'
the
for
said:
your
and
to
where,
tered
shack
conspire
the widow of one of th. celebrated
became warm friends.
Okla- of Greer. With "Mizzoo" rattling with pa?"
team of Brace Brother.."
(
The first recall election to
'
hastened in the darkness
"Guess he's still in bed down by
Greer
his
and
"Which brother?"
arms,
Greer
caused
by
homa was
The dead one."
townstte and secreted himself at the rear of the railroad depot," answered Greer
newspaper; There were four
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THE BASEBALL

PES!

In

TWO KINDS OF CRANKS WHO
MAKE PLAYERS VERY
TIRED.
,

COBB

AND

OAHLEN

VICTIMS

Great Editor Chang. Hit Opinion
Regarding th. Protent Brooklyn
Manager Frank ltb.ll Slips Jok.
Ov.r on Old Comrades.
By HUGH S. FULLERTON.
There are two types ot baseball

crank, that petter ball player, espe
cially.

They

are:

th. crank

who

write, letters anonymously and tell.
the player, how bad they ar. and th.

enthusiastic crank who butts In, Introduce, htmielf, and proceed, to tell
how good they are.
Ty Cobb, th. Tiger .tar, met en. ot
th. latter kind oa a train thla turn-tneWorao than that, th. fellow not
only was a baseball crank, but also
on. of these "purity In sport" reformer.. He held for cleanliness for
sportsmanship, and Cobb waa wltb
him. Then he got to talking about
trick, turned by ball player, to gain
advantage., and he decried thsra a.
unsportsmanlike. Finally he said:
"Mr. Cobb, I am delighted to know
you. t have read things that gave m.
an Idea totally Incorrect of you and
your playing. I am glad to find vu a
sportsman and a lover of clean sjArt."
"Thank you," muttered Cobb, a trifle
wearily.
"I shall eiplaln to' my frlendt."
stated the fan. "I'm sure Mr. Cobb,
that a. a southern gentleman, 'you
never took unfair advantage of an opponent, that you never bumped
a
baseman Intentionally or cut with
your spikes, did you,"
"Well," said Cobb, hesitatingly.
"not any of my close personal
.
friends."
Billy "Bullhead" Dahlen. Bow the se
date and settled manager of the rap- Idly rising Brooklyn team, once had
something of the same sort of an ad
venture with a great editor. It hap
pened at that time I wa. working for
the editor who, beside, being one of
the great newspaper geniuses of th.
country, happened also to b. a wild
baseball crank, One day Dahlen, who
was playing shortstop, had a bad day.
He kicked and booted and threw wild
and did everything backward, and that
night the editor, who had seen the
game, summoned me and Bald, sharp"Go after that fellow, Dahlen,
ly:
and drive him out of town. He's a
loafer and a drinker."
There wasn't a chance to argue, so
I huntcl Dahlen up and remarked that
I was going to "pan the life out ot
him" and drive him oft the team, ex
Whereplaining the circumstances.
upon he remarked that he wished me
success and would help me. For two
weeks Dahlen was criticised at every
turn. Then we went east and on the
train Dahlen and I slipped away from
Anson's ever watchful eye and sought
the buffet car and liquid refreshment.
While we were thus engaged the editor entered the car, addressed me, Inquired whether the team wa. on the
train and was Introduced to Dahlen.
I left them at 11 o'clock, the editor

few?
first-clas-

,

y

hard-workin- g

r,

the face."

THE PULPIT

Nor could he, although be did everything he could think of. O'Day made
hint play out tbe string and the horse
at wanted to bet on won th. rac. at
heavy odda.

Possibly th. best joke ot the entire
baseball year was tire one that Frank
label!, bow owner and manager of
th Wichita team, slipped over on his
old comrades, tb. Chicago White Sox.
thla spring. The Box wer. to play an
exhibition game at Wichita, and lay
had made great preparation for their
coming. Also he thought they had a
ente ot humor which waa another
mistake.
Issy prepared a great feaat at hi.
home, and served to hla old friend,
on the Sox team a beautiful repast.
During th. dinner th. Sox were telling of th. wretched umpiring they
had been getting, and how every umpire In the little cities thought himself duty bound to help hi. team beat
"I've
big leaguera. Issy remarked:
been having trouble here In the exhibition game.. I've had one ot tbe reg- -

MO

THE PRIZE RING
LONDON PARSON AND PUGILISTIC
CONVICT WHO ARE IN

PARTNERSHIP.

BOXING

MIXED

WITH

BIBLE

Game la to Get Tough
In to St
Match on th Square, Then

a

th.

Preacher Pelt Them With Gopl
Truths Schem I Successful.

London. While th. world', pulpit,
have been ringing with denunciation
of the Johnson-Jeffrifight, a South
stde London person ha. been blending
piety with pugilism. Everybody In
London has heard of Rev. "Tom"
and hla muscular Christianity.
Hut many staid members of the
Church ot England were
shocked to their deptha when he went
Into partnership with an
In
ar
a boxing saloon and chose for his
the disused chapel ot th.
famous preacher, Rowland Hill.
Rowland Hill built hi. chapel In a
complete circle, In order, as he said,
that "the devil should not have a corner In It." For a long while It wa. a
noted center of religious activity.
Today th. district Just south ot
niackfrlar. bridge, apannlng th.
Thame, within sight of St Paul's cathedral, I. the abode ot the tough ele
ment, redolent of fried fish, stale beer,
vitriolic whisky and variegated speech.
Only a man who could combine physical force with moral suasion could
shepherd a flock like that Hence the
selection of "Tom" Colllngs aa a local
parson.
Defore long hla Influence began to
T' ' "
mwf
be felt AIbo the fame of hla fist
Th. Day Dahlen Wanted te Be Put spread round and Inspired respect; tor'
a drunken bully or two, after being
Out of the Oam.
taken In hand by the new cleric, de
alar league umpires, but Detroit
kicked oa him and tbe other teama,
too. He waa pretty bad, so I got an
other fellow for today. I thlak he.
all right. He live, here and has umpired a lot ot amateur and college
games. He, a man worth a quarter
of a million dollars, he stands high In
society and church circle, and In business. He thinks It an honor to umpire
this game, and I hope you fellow.
won't kick."
They didn't kick. The umpiring was
fine up to the ninth Inning.
Then
Wichita was leading by one run. In
the first of the ninth, with a runner
on bases, Frank Smith bit tke ball
bait a mile over tbe left Held fence
and put the Sos ahead. Up to that
time the Sox had been much pleased
with the umpire, but when Wichita
went to bat for the last time thing,
The umpire began to call
changed.
balls regardless of where they wer.
pitched. He walked three men, then
another and forced home a run. The
Sox grew mad and Smith turned on
,

Col-lin-

le

sr-

him.

"What ar you trying to do?" be de The, Parson and His Convict Partner.
manded.
"Steal this game?"
"Why, Mr. Smith," said the promt, veloped quite different idea, on the
neat citizen, In distressed aad sur mlnlaterlul profession than they had
prised tones, "Mr, Isbell explained to gathered from green curates In spec-

j
me that you wanted to lose this gam. tacles,
Then came the great Liverpool bank
to him to give hi. Wichita team a
frauds, wltb a trial that roused all Enggood tend-off.- "
land and left Dick Durge, a pugilist,
Foxy Issy had "double-crosseboth the umpire and the Sox and he with a sentence of two year, to serve.
When Hinge emerged from Jail be waa
won the game. Instead of seeing th
pounced upon by "Tom" Colling, end
joke, the Sox got mad.
his supporters and his steps were diPerhaps the moat remarkable catch rected out of the slough of despond to
made anywhere during the aeason ot better endeavor. Ha had lost hla chats
1910 was made by Carlisle of the Ver- acter but not all hla friends.
So ha
non team of the Paclno coast league developed a powerful liking for the
on tbe San Francisco grounds early In parson.
The catcb was made posit'
October,
Heetng the old chapel vacant, the
ble because It started In a Joking Idea struck him of turning It Into a
tribute by Carlisle to the hitting prow-es- s boning saloon, nut on lines of absolute
of "Ping" Bodle, the slugging
fulnieaa, thereby drawing the toughs
of the Frisco team, who cam
of Ulackfrlars within reach of hla
near breaking world's records for friend Tom's Influence, When he put
home run hits during tbe season.
the question to the minister, whether
The San Francisco grounds are sit- he would take a band in the punching
uated low, and surrounded by great mill, the suswsr was prompt and de- fences, some of them as tall as the clalve "Sure I will!"
three story houses that adjoin the
8q now the chapel Is called "The
park. At points the fences are near- King" and within, on sparring nights.
ly fifty feet high, yet Bodle kept dri- the parson and the convict piiglUat alt
ving the ball over fences, signs and
high screens until It got to be a regular thing and a source of joking
among the fans and players alike. The
Vernon team came down from the
north wltb the Frlsc team, and they
stopped to play a series on tbe Mis.
slon street ground. It happened that
while the team was away painters had
been putting some new lettering on
signs high above the fence aad one
tall ladder remained propped against
field. The
the fence In right
ladder was left there, and after Ver-no- n
had batted and failed to score,
Carlisle, Jogging out to hi. position,
saw tbe ladder, and thought of a Juke,
Two were out when "Ping," tbe bero
of Frisco, came to bat. Carlisle Jogged
back to the fence and, climbing about
twenty feet up tbe ladder, turned bl.
face toward the field. Th bleacher
crowd appreciated bis tribute to
Bodle's hitting power and laughed
and cheered, aad tb crowd In th.
stand took up th applause, Uodl
swung wickedly upon the first hall
pitched, Carlisle, thinking be bad
carried tb. Jok far enough, was deThe Fam. of HI Fist Spread,
scending th. ladder, when he saw the
ball coming toward tb. fence, fa In tbe seat, of tbe mighty. The parson
above bis bead. H. turad, scrambled Is timekeeper and Uurge is manager,
ten feet up th. ladder, clung to a Tbe arrangement suits everybody.
round with one baad and, stretching Hurge brings the "talent," the parson
out tbe other, caught the ball.
Inspires confidence la th. honesty of
The catch caused a long argument, tbe performances, and th. crowd, out
umbut It was allowed and then the
ot respect for th timekeeper, restrain
pire stopped tb game until the ladder toe sanguinary speecn that Is their
wa removed.
normal vocabulary for encouraging
(Copyright, ttU, bf Joseph B, BewUsJ
bruiser..
out-field- er

.

d

Huh," aald Hank, "Huh
Bay,
you can't get put out of thla gam. in
a thousand years, not If you spike me

--

n

Pt,

Clutches of th.
ordering more beer and talking baseThe following
ball with Dahlen.
morning the editor stopped at my
berth.
'I wa. much mistaken In that young
man, Dahlen," be remarked, "He Is
a smart. Intelligent and Interesting
young man. I believe these stories
about his drinking have been exagger
ated. I fear we have been misled by
(he talk of cranks, I wish you would
write a story suggesting blm as the
logical successor of Captain Anson as
the manager of the team,"
Ty Cobb In th

Dahlen was, during hi. Chicago ca
reer, a pestiferous player toward tbe
umpires, and one of the worst nag- Hera In tbe business. He baa grown
sedate and conservative and I. friendly to some of the umps nowadays, but
when young he gave Ml the umpires
and Uncle Nick Young more trouble
than any player since bis time.
One day, oa tbe West side, Dahlen
approached Hank O'Day, wbo wa the
umpire, and remarked:
'Say, Hank, If I run at you In the
first Inning and call you a blank blank
blank and sup on your toe. witn my
spikes and push my glove Into your
face, what '11 you dor
"Do?" said Henry, getting rolled up.
Do? I'll cbase you off the lot faster
than you can run."
"All right," said Dablen,
calmly,
no bard feeling ; 1 just want to get
put out quick, so I can get to Harlem
In time to get a bet dowa on tb
fourth rac."

cntr
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FLORIDA

TOMATOES

PER POUND 15 CENTSJ

'

Always get the best at Nolette's
"
barber shop.
:

EXTRA FANCY STOCK

Chain is

A

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet.

,4

bar

Old Crow sold over the
Long's Buffet.
10

at

no. Stronger Than Its JeakesLM

A steel range is no bettfi than its weakest point.
Some rang esave many good points, but; also ttany
'
BAD" points.
The" MAJESTIC Malleable ' Iron
Range has more really good features than any other,
and this fact is recognized by. thousands of users.

o'clock

'Mrs-- Davis, ladles' tailored and
fancy gowns. 1017 Tllden. Telephone
Main 357.

AX

at the White

Eat your meals

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Kitchen. Cleanliness;
Meals, 25 cents.

good

service,

The American Woman's league
will meet tomorrow evening at 7:30
o'clock at the home of Mrs. B, B.
Rice.

The Ladles guild of St Paul'3
Memorial Episcopal church will meet
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
at Guild hall.

CALL ON
FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE-

US- -

license
granted
at the court
Saturday afternoon
house to Margarita Armljo, 17, of Las
Vegas, and Joe S. Mares, 25, of
Louisville, Colo.

FREE!

FREE!
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

Las Vegas Roller MiIIs
131

Joe Danzlgor's touring car, which
was badly damaged in the chase for
the Rogers kidnapers, is now completely repaired after a lengthy so
journ in a local machine shop.
We are prepared to take care of
any and all kinds of cleaning ana
pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. The Parisian Dry
Co. Phone
Cleaning and Pressing
Main 35.

Bat your meals
Kitchen. Cleanliness;
Meals, 25 cents.

The

PHONE MAIN 379

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

three Jersey cows and, a calf

VEGASJjlRL BRIDE
PRETTY WEDDING

At noon today at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Danziger was solem-izethe wedding
of Miss Gretta
Lewellyn Scott and Mr. Wellington
George Hoover of Raton. Rev. Norman Skinner of the First Presbyterian
church officiated at the ceremony,
which was witnessed by a few Intimate friends of the bride and groom.
The Danziger home was beautifully
decorated in emilax and cut flowers.
Following the ceremony the brlda1
party sat down to an elaborate wedding breakfast at the Castaneda hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoover left this afternoon on an extended wedding trip
through the East. Mrs. Hoover has
many friends In Las Vegas. She has
resided at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Danziger for some time, and is a pretty and accomplished young woman.
Her husband is a popular young business man of Raton.

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

E

Cooked Rolled Oats Ready
to Serve

In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
water, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net in the washing process

FirstlOatftieal Cooked, Ready
to Serve Ever Manufactured

BIG REDUCTION
'

Hayward Co. Store

462,

Ranch' Pbone

276.

1

I.

Don't, beat your carpets and start tho
germs to flying, use
the Vacuum Cleaner.
Piclzo up dirt and

germs. VJc rent, the
cleaner for CI a day.

Phono Main 206.
SOME GREAT

Mission Goods Just Received
Look in Our Windows

Early English Electric Lamps, Complete only $3.25
.Early English Electic Domes, Complete only $9.50
Early, English Hall and Library Clocks
movements, warranted, only
.$8.50
Bigger Bargains were never shown in La's Vegas

J.

Phone Main 81.

lllll! WHOLE

:
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the Best to

KITCHEN

cabi;;ets

Retail Prices:

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 Ibt., to.2,000
jba., each delivery, 25c per 1t0
200 ibt., to. 1,000 lbs., each
delivery, 30c per 100
' 5( lbs., to 200 Ibs each delivery 40c
per, 100
each delivery 50c per 100
LeV than 60

WHEAT BREAD
Is

Use

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

Ibt.

AGUA PURA COUPAOY

It contains all the elements

Harvesters. Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity
lasting qualities of which Save made Las Vegas famous. Office
r
Douglas Avenue.

necessary for building:, nourishing and sustaining- - the
human body
Especially
beneficial for those who suf.
"Made
fer from
in a sanitary way, baked in
a sanitary oven."

u4
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indig-estion-

"There's a Reason"

Anthracite Coal, all' sizes. ,Steam Coal.
'

BOUCHER'S
-

'
,

JOHNS EN & SON

C.

HQOaftd

WHY

1l

'
(The Coffee Man.)

Foot of Main Si,
Si!

.

LJ

Turn

'

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Yellow Onion Sets 10c per quart

Store Phone Main

(BtWtB

.

SETS

Perry Onion & Son

Square' Deal"

JAT

Las Vegas Light
& Po wer Co.

Special Price on Large Quantities

FRESH IN AT

IH1

We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

Wednesday night's celebration of the
founding of Odd Fellowship with pleasant anticipation. The celebration will
be held in I. O. O. F. hall, beginning
at 8 o'clock. All Odd Fellows, visiting brothers and Rebekahs and their
families are invited.

ON ONION

T

reenberger
y

Our department
for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling.

Rain will not mar the picnic dance
to be given tomorrow evening by the
B'Nai B'RIth. Ants and mosquitos
will be conspicuous for their absence. In fact, the affair will partake
of all the enjoyable features of a pic-ni- o
with none of the discomforts.

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

Q

Curtains

Odd Fellows are looking forward to

I. H. STEARNS

...

Lace

.

Preserves and Jellies

s

Hats-p-Derby-

well-know- n

A new game has come to town. It
la being worked by a very slick gentleman, who poses as an Elk, a Mason or any other kind of brother that
seems most likely to appeal to hl3
victim. He has a good, open face and
knows the passwords and countersigns. He asks for a little loan until
he hears from home. Pass him up.

MONARCH

Soft

No other location than the country in the neighborhood of Las Vegas
Is being considered for the United
States test and demonstration farm,
according to a tetter received by
George A. Fleming, secretary of the
Commercial club, from M. A. Carle-ton-,
cerealist in charge of the division of grains of the department of
Mr. Carleton stated In
agriculture.
his ietter that he expected to visit
Las Vegas in the immediate future
and look over the available locations
for the farm. He stated that he was
Las Vegas music lovers ' missed a
favorably impressed with the offers
made by Las Vegas. There is con- real treat in not attending the considerable likelihood that Las Vegas cert given Saturday evening by the
Williams jubilee singers at the opera
will get the farm.
house. Though a small crowd was
Edna Carter, a dissolute woman of present, the singers put on their conthe streets, was fined $100 and costs cert in its entirety.
Many excellent
this morning In the court of Justice voices are included in the company
D. R. Murray.
Judge Murray susBest draught beer in the city, at
pended the fine upon the promise of
the woman to leave the city by 2 the Lobby, of course.
O'clock tomorrow afternoon.
The
woman's arrest was caused by the
wife of a
Las Vegas man.
Her departure from the city will, rid
Las Vegas of one of.()lts obnoxious
characters.

cation of dandelions. He is keeping
it a secret for the. time being, how
ever, in order to thoroughly test Its
effectiveness. Enough is known of
the remedy to say that it calls for an
Two applications for bounty were outlay of muslin and the building of
made at the court house Saturday aft a crematory.
ernoon. Olle Peterson of Gonzales
applied for $2 on the hide of a coyote
Bringing with him V. S. Montoya,
and Francisco Jemlnez asked for $2 whom he arrested' on extradition
bounty on a wild cat killed by him.
papers, Mounted Policeman A. A.
Sena arrived last night from El Paso.
Montoya is under indictment in Mora
county on the charge of forgery. Mr.
Sena took Montoya to Mora this
morning. He will be tried there during the present term of court.

614 Lincoln Avenue

showyou

.

city pond. The animals have
there several days and It la desired
that the owner or owners call and get
them, since the city is not in the
stock raising, business.

year. For you can get
more JUST as GOOD as
YOURS if you will get the

will gladly

d

It .is reported that Manager E. T.
the jfjowman or the castaneaa Has
beei new remedy for the complete eradi

family with a little now
and a little then and try
to string them out all the

we

UNITES MISS

GRETTA SCOTT AND W. G.
HOOVER

In

If you have good preserves and jellies, enjoy
them. Don't tease the

DRY CLEANING

Graaf

service.

Our hats are ALWAYS right both in STYLE and quality
and are DOUBLY guaranteed to you, first by the maker then
by us. Our stock is cow full to the brim with Soft Hats and
Derbys. We have Just received our complete line of Panamas,
and Sailors in all the latest blocks.

RATON MAN MAKES

0 0 N'T BE STIIICy

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits!
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

&

good

The fans are rallying nobly to the
support of baseball In Las Vegas this
summer. The committee circulating
the subscription list is having considerable success. Although there are
many fans yet to be seen, It is believed the amount of money that will
be subscribed will provide a much
faster brand of baseball than was
shown by any team in tie territory
last year, with the possible except ir.n
of Raton. The plan adopted is the
payment of monthly subscriptions.
Every fan will be asked to subscribe.
Small amounts will be received just
a? gladly as large ones, so that those
who cannot afford to give much can
feel that they, too, are needed in the
support of the team.

Marshal Ben Coles reports he has

First National Bank

OOKT-OT-

at the White

A flashing diamond has appeared
upon the left hand of one of the
most popular and oldest in point of
service teachers at the Normal. She
Is saying nothing, although the girls
at La Casa de Ramona have hinted
broadly for information.

ESTABLISHED 18 76

Phone Vegas 450

was

A marriage

Choice Colorado Spring1 Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

Phone Main

Guadalupe Montano, admitted to.
Mexico hospital for the In
sane in 1899, died at the institution
yesterday. He was a resident of Las
Vegas.

the New

Is the first thing: you notice in the
dress of The Other Fellow and you
may be assured it is the first thing:
he notices about your dress. Have
THAT right and you are SURE
to pass muster of critical eyes.

LUDWIQ Wn. ILFELD

Dr. and Mrs. F. R. Lord chaperoned

a party of auto picknlckers yesterday
at Los Alamos.

She H A T

Sold on the Easiest Terms
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PaHlliiias--Sdilor-
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Sawed Wood and Kindling.:
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